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Abstract 
The ongoing shift to electromobility has identified new risk areas. Fires involving 

electric vehicles have attracted considerable media attention and a strong concern 

related to burning electric vehicles containing lithium-ion batteries is the release of 

toxic gas. This report includes a literature review, vehicle fire tests, battery fire tests 

and simulations to gather and present data on gas and heat release during fire in 

electric vehicles. One electrical vehicle and one conventional vehicle in the full-scale 

fire tests were of the same model from the same manufacturer which enable a good 

comparison between the powertrains. Peak heat release rate and total heat release are 

affected by the fire scenario and vehicle model, but not significantly on the powertrain. 

Regarding toxic gases, hydrogen fluoride represents the largest difference between 

electric vehicles and conventional vehicles, but when smoke from vehicle fire is inhaled 

there are several acute toxic gases present regardless of the type of vehicle burning. 

Except hydrogen fluoride, there are also some specific metals present in the smoke that 

constitutes a large difference between the powertrains.   
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Preface 
This report is part of a project (No. 48193-1) financed by the Swedish Energy Agency. 

Partners within the project comprise of RISE Research Institutes of Sweden, the 

Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB), three insurance companies (If, 

Länsförsäkringar Älvsborg and Länsförsäkringar Göteborg & Bohuslän), six rescue 

services (RSG, SÄRF, SSBF, SBFF, RTJ Luleå, RSYD) and a dismantling/scrap yard 

(Borås Bildemontering).  
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Summary 
Fires in electric vehicles may undermine the widespread adoption of these vehicles and 

the transition to renewable fuels. A strong concern related to burning electric vehicles is 

the release of toxic gas. This threatens the health of first responders and may even 

contribute to greater hesitation in their firefighting and response strategy. Hydrogen 

fluoride (HF) is of certain interest due to that it can be absorbed through the skin, but 

results from this project show that the total quantities might be lower than potentially 

expected from electric vehicles and the simulations of a potentially worst case scenario 

in a parking garage also show relatively low maximum concentrations.  

The general aim of the project was to provide a basis for relevant risk assessment in 

case of fires in electric vehicles. This was done through literature search, full-scale 

vehicle fire tests, battery fire tests and simulations. The gained information will 

contribute to more effective firefighting and strengthen the public’s confidence in 

electric vehicles. The knowledge is also expected to be relevant for other battery 

applications such as stationary energy storage.  

Three full-scale vehicle fire tests have been performed. The vehicles comprised of two 

battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and one conventional internal combustion engine 

vehicle (ICEV). The ICEV and one of the BEVs were of the same vehicle model from the 

same manufacturer which enable a good comparison between the powertrains. In 

addition, some standalone battery tests have been performed with the purpose to 

compare heat release and gas emissions from small-, medium- and large-scale tests 

with the same type of battery to analyse the scalability of the measured quantities. 

The test results obtained, both from vehicle tests and battery tests, are consistent with 

previous data compiled in the literature study, both with regard to heat release and gas 

production. Peak heat release rate and total heat release are affected by the fire 

scenario and vehicle model, but not significantly by the powertrain. However, HF 

together with some specific metals, e.g. Ni, Co, Li and Mn (depending on the battery 

cell chemistry), in the smoke exhaust constitute a large difference between electrical 

and conventional vehicles. When smoke from a vehicle fire is inhaled however there are 

several acute toxic gases present regardless of the type of vehicle burning, e.g. CO, HF, 

HCl and SO2. This is based on a comparison between listed health exposure limits and 

total quantities measured in vehicle and battery fire tests both in this project and in 

previous studies.  

The objective with the simulation and modelling efforts in this project was to assess 

risks attributed to spreading of toxic gases in confined spaces with limited natural or 

mechanical ventilation such as garages. A model including different fire locations and 

ventilation scenarios was developed which can be considered a reasonable “worst case” 

parking garage. Results and information from the project will be a good basis for risk 

assessment and have already increased confidence among rescue services regarding 

electrical vehicles. An important condition for society’s shift towards electromobility. 
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Sammanfattning 
Uppmärksammade bränder i elfordon riskerar att undergräva implementeringen av 

dessa fordon och fördröja övergången till förnyelsebara bränslen. Toxiska gaser vid 

brand i elfordon är oroande för personsäkerheten, och att räddningstjänsten idag 

tvekar att göra insats och rökdykning då elfordon brinner kan bero på rädsla för 

exponering av rökgaserna. Vätefluorid är särskilt uppmärksammat bland 

räddningstjänst på grund av att den kan absorberas genom huden, men resultat från 

detta projekt visar att de totala mängderna från elfordon troligtvis är lägre än befarat 

och simuleringarna av brand i ett parkeringsgarage visar också relativt låga maximala 

koncentrationer. 

Syftet med projektet var att ge en grund för relevant riskbedömning vid brand i 

elfordon. Detta har gjorts genom litteraturstudie, brandtest med kompletta fordon, 

brandtest på batterier och simuleringar. Den höjda kunskapsnivån kommer 

förhoppningsvis att bidra till effektivare räddningsinsats och stärka allmänhetens tilltro 

till elfordon. Information från projektet är också relevant för andra 

batteritillämpningar såsom stationär energilagring. 

Tre brandprov i full skala har utförts i projektet med två batterielfordon (fullelektriska) 

och ett konventionellt fordon med förbränningsmotor. Ett av elfordonen var av samma 

modell och från samma tillverkare som fordonet med förbränningsmotor vilket 

möjliggör en bra jämförelse mellan drivlinorna. Utöver fordonstesterna har brandprov 

på fristående batterier utförts i syfte att jämföra värmeproduktion och gasutsläpp från 

cell, modul och batteripack för att analysera skalbarheten för dessa data. 

De erhållna resultaten från fordonstester och batteritester överensstämmer med 

tidigare data som sammanställts i litteraturstudien, både vad gäller värme- och 

gasproduktion. Maximal värmeeffekt och total värmeproduktion påverkas av 

brandscenariot och av fordonsmodellen, medan typ av drivlina inte har någon 

signifikant påverkan. Däremot utgör vätefluorid samt vissa specifika metaller, t.ex. Ni, 

Co, Li och Mn (beroende på battericellkemi) i rökgaserna en stor skillnad mellan 

elfordon och konventionella fordon. Vid inandning av rökgaser finns det dock flera 

akuttoxiska gaser oavsett vilken typ av fordon som brinner, t.ex. CO, HF, HCl och SO2. 

Detta baseras på jämförelse mellan publicerade hälsogränsvärden och de totala 

mängder som uppmätts i antingen fordonstester eller batteritester inom projektet eller 

från de andra tester som sammanställts i litteraturstudien. 

Målet med simuleringarna i projektet var att bedöma risker som relaterar till spridning 

av toxiska gaser i trånga utrymmen med begränsad naturlig eller mekanisk ventilation 

såsom parkeringsgarage. En modell med olika brand- och ventilationsscenarier valdes 

som kan betraktas som ett rimligt ”värsta fall”. Resultat och information från projektet 

kommer att ge en bra grund för riskbedömning och har redan lett till ökad trygghet 

bland räddningspersonal angående elfordon. En viktig förutsättning för samhällets 

övergång till elfordon. 
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Introduction 
While the risks associated with conventional vehicles are well-defined and generally 

accepted by society; time and education are needed to achieve this comfort level for 

electric vehicles. Toxic gases, especially from lithium-ion batteries experiencing 

thermal runaway, have received attention and is cause of great concern. This report 

addresses that concern through a review of available literature, through fire tests and 

through simulations. Results are presented and discussed, providing a scientific basis 

for relevant risk assessment in case of fires in electric vehicles. 

The report is divided into three major parts: 

• PART 1 – Literature Review 

• PART 2 – Fire Tests 

• PART 3 – Simulations 

Part 1 presents some statistics on electrical vehicles and fire incidents and an extensive 

compilation of previous fire tests on electrical vehicles and Li-ion batteries. Both gas 

and heat release are presented where available and toxic gases are further investigated 

with regard to health effects. A simple analysis was performed where maximum 

measured or estimated amounts of gases or compounds from any of the compiled 

studies were compared with listed health exposure limits, to give an idea of substances 

that might be worth focusing on. In addition, one section is provided where current 

rescue tactics and methodology in Sweden are presented together with tests on turnout 

gear materials and their protection capacity against toxic gases. 

Presented in part 2 are actual fire tests performed in the project. These include three 

full-scale vehicle fire tests as well as battery tests from cell to pack level with the 

purpose to analyse the scalability of the measured quantities. Test results are presented 

and discussed and put into the context of the findings from the literature study. 

In the third part, background and definition of the simulation model is described in 

detail, including model philosophy, geometry, fire definition and ventilation scenarios. 

The simulations cover an underground parking garage that can be considered a 

reasonable “worst case” scenario. Results are presented and discussed including a 

sensitivity analysis.  
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PART 1 – Literature Review 

1.1 Electric Vehicles 

The number of electric vehicles (EVs) that are released onto our roads each year 

continues to increase. This is due to consumer demand, cheaper batteries and the 

impact of environmental regulations. The look and design of these vehicles can vary, 

but they are all (except some non plug-in hybrids) using lithium-ion batteries today and 

will continue to do so for many years to come [1]. Li-ion batteries are unmatched by 

other battery types on the market, especially in terms of cycle life, energy density and 

efficiency. 

The International Energy Agency gathers data each year on the ongoing electrification 

trends within the automotive industry. Data from recent years up to 2019 for China and 

the USA [2] has been plotted against data from the European Alternative Fuels 

observatory [3] in Figure 1. This shows that there are no signs that the number of EVs 

on our roads will start to reduce, and this technology is clearly here to stay. The 

dominant country is China, housing approximately 47 % of the world’s passenger car 

EVs. In second and third place are the USA and the EU with 20 % and 16 % in 2019, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 1. The uptake of electric passenger cars is dominated by China, the US, and the EU [2, 3]. 

 

The Nordic countries present one of the largest markets for EVs in the EU, led by 

Norway and Sweden, see Figure 2. Here, approximately 56 % [4] and 11 % [5] of all 

passenger cars sold in 2019 were EVs. However, the uptake of EVs is spreading 

throughout the entire EU, which can be seen from the total numbers growing 

increasingly fast in comparison to that for the Nordic countries alone.  
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Figure 2. The growth in electric passenger cars in Europe and the Nordic countries [3] 

 

1.1.1 Fire Incidents 

Many incidents involving EVs have attracted considerable media attention and some of 

these incidents are summarized in previous reports [6, 7] covering incidents from 

2010-2019. In media, Tesla cars is the most paraphrased with regard to fire incidents in 

EVs and according to statistics provided by Tesla themselves there has been 

approximately one Tesla vehicle fire for every 280 million km travelled, which means 

that Tesla fires are roughly 9 times less probable than car fires in general referring to 

US statistical data [8]. A small decrease in fire incidents per km travelled for Tesla cars 

is noted comparing the two reports covering 2012-2018 and 2012-2019, respectively 

[8]. Note that age of the vehicle fleet is not accounted for in the comparison between 

EVs and internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs). 

In Sweden, based on rescue operation reports database, there were 14 fires in electric 

passenger cars between 2018-2019, whereof 4 during driving and 2 during charging 

(arson fires are excluded). In total 95 fires were identified for electric means of 

transport, but the majority concerned e.g. bicycles, scooters and hoverboards. Note that 

it is the responsibility of the rescue officer to write in text that an EV was involved, why 

the statistics might not be complete [9]. For comparison, based on rescue operation 

reports database in Norway, there were 45 fires in battery electric passenger cars (82 

fires in BEVs) between 2016-2018 [10]. However, only in one case of the car fires it was 

noted that the traction battery was involved in the fire. Between 2016 and Q1 2020 the 

number of plug-in EVs have increased from 135 000 to 410 000 in Norway [11] and 

from 30 000 to 120 000 in Sweden [12]. Based on these sources a battery electric 

passenger car fire in Norway is about five times less probable than a conventional car 

fire, while in Sweden an EV fire is about twenty times less probable than a conventional 

vehicle fire. As mentioned, the statistics might not be complete, but even if some 

smaller fire incidents are not covered one can conclude that fires including or starting 

in the traction battery are rare and exceptional. 
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Arson fires are likely to affect EVs in the same extent as other vehicles. In Sweden there 

is an increasing trend of arson fires. In ten years, between 2007 and 2017, the number 

of emergency calls to passenger car fires due to arson increased by over 70 % [13]. 

Referring to the statistics provided by Tesla, about 15 % of their vehicle fire incidents 

are caused by arson, structure fires and other things unrelated to the vehicle [8]. 

1.2 Fire Tests 

Fire testing is a critical part in the process of designing for a fire safe environment and 

will provide useful data. Benchmark tests can provide data for particular structures or 

materials such as heat release as well as smoke generation and species composition [14, 

15], or they may be purpose made to gather information on specific hazards [16, 6, 17, 

18]. Information that can be obtained, for example, are the heat and gas release. Both 

play an important role in estimating tenability as well as the engineering design of 

structures and their ventilation and evacuation systems. This chapter will review this 

information in the context of EVs, and their energy storage system. 

1.2.1 Full-Scale Electric Vehicle Tests 

Few full-scale fire test results on electric vehicles are available in literature to date. A 

total of 4 studies [19, 20, 21, 22] were performed in recent years where modern ICEVs 

and EVs were considered. A large amount of data can be collected from full-scale fire 

tests however, ranging from visual burning behaviour to heat release and combustion 

gas analysis. They are normally easier to understand than small-scale tests. Visual 

observations can also make the performed measurement results more meaningful and 

easier to understand. However, these studies may be very expensive. 

The studies including full-scale fire tests with electric vehicles are listed in Table 1. The 

ignition source and position are two of the things that vary between the considered 

studies as it depends on the fire scenarios one is interested in. For the purpose of 

comparing the fire behaviour and toxic gas emissions between conventional and 

electric vehicles, a fire scenario that applies to both of them is beneficial, for example 

an arsonist attempt. Scenarios unique to the vehicle type, such as a localised thermal 

runaway in the battery pack of an EV, will be interesting in their own, but could 

complicate direct comparisons to other vehicle types such as ICEVs. For example, the 

local failure may not propagate from the battery pack and thus not yield a complete loss 

of the vehicle. This is affected by variables related to the construction, design, failure 

initiation method, battery cell type etc. These could be better evaluated at the cell, 

module, or pack level rather than that of the entire vehicle. 

An external fire, such as that considered by Lam et al. [20], represents a scenario in 

which a fuel spill spreads underneath the car and ignites. In this case, this fuel spill was 

modelled by exposing the undercarriage of the vehicle to a 2 MW fire for 30 minutes. 

Tests performed by the French National Institute for Industrial Environment and Risks 

(INERIS) [19, 23] considered a lacerated front seat ignited by a propane burner and 

with windows to the passenger cabin left open. That scenario is more representative of 

a fire caused by car arsonists. Once this fire was established, it was left to develop 

freely. Watanabe et al. considered an ignition source placed close to the rear bumper of 

the vehicle [21].  
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The type of ignition and its location has an effect on how the fire develops, see Figure 3. 

For example, the simulated pool fire gave the fastest fire growth, with the peak heat 

release rate being reached in about 10 min. In addition, the mass loss was also greatest 

for this scenario with losses above 20 %. The smaller and more localised ignition 

sources considered by the other studies, resulted in a much lower mass loss and much 

more time needed until the peak heat release rate was reached. 

Table 1. Full-scale fire tests that included EVs.  

Study Vehicle  
Ignition 
source 

Ignition point Measurement Environment 

Watanab
e et al.  

[21] 

ICEV, 
BEV 

80 g  
alcohol gel-

fuel 

Behind rear wheel 
well 

Weighing platform 
(mass loss and mass 

loss rate),  
heat flux 

Free burn 
(15 m x 15 m x 15 m 

fire test room) 

Lam et al. 
[20] 

ICEV, 
PHEV, 

BEV 

2 MW 
propane 
burner  

2.4 m x 1.2 
m 

Simulated pool fire 
underneath the 

vehicle (Centred, 
0.2 m underneath 

the vehicle) 

Temperature, heat 
flux, HRR, gas 

composition, voltage, 
crane scale (mass loss) 

Free burn  
(Full-scale test 

facility, burn hood 
6 m x 6 m) 

Truchot 
et al. [23],  
Lecocq et 

al. [19] 

ICEV, 
BEV 

6 kW 
propane 
burner 

Inside the 
passenger 

compartment 
(lacerated driver 

seat, open windows) 

HRR, heat flux, mass 
loss, temperature, gas 

flow,  
gas composition 

Confined area 
(Tunnel, 3.5 m high 

and 50 m long) 

NHTSA 
[22] 

BEV 
1.55 W/cm2 
film heater  

Single battery cell  

Voltage,  
smoke detector,  
gas composition, 

temperature 

Free burn 
(Outdoors) 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 3. (a) The time to peak heat release rate and (b) mass loss give an illustration on how the fire 
development differs with the ignition source and location. 
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1.2.1.1 Vehicle Heat Release Rate and Total Heat Release  

Vehicles carry a lot of energy, both the liquid fuel and that stored chemically in the 

batteries as well as other solid fuels like plastics and seats. There is also electric energy 

in the batteries and heat stored e.g. in the exhaust system from previous combustion or 

friction at the brakes. If the fuels are separated from any heat source, the electrical 

system does not malfunction and there is no isolation fault that causes heat production, 

a fire will normally not start, unless there are external sources, e.g. arson.  

The full-scale tests with modern vehicles listed in Table 1, show that vehicle fires tend 

to last for 60 – 90 min. For older vehicles, the tendency is towards less than one hour 

[24]. Table 2 and Figure 4 summarises some of the data obtained through full-scale 

testing on conventional, hybrid and/or battery electric vehicles. Considering the data in 

Table 2, the mean and standard deviation for the total heat release (THR) is 5.9 ± 1 GJ. 

For the peak heat release rate this yields 6.1 ± 1.7 MW, which is comparable to statistics 

for older vehicles with peak heat release rate around 5 MW [24].  

Considering the sampled data, there is no significant difference between the fire 

behaviour of the different energy carrier types. Comparing the BEVs with the ICEVs 

shows that they are rather similar in terms of peak heat release rate (5.7 ± 1 MW vs. 6.2 

± 2.5 MW) and total heat release (6.1 ± 1.5 GJ vs. 5.9 ± 2.5 GJ). The variation for ICEVs 

is greater than that for EVs for the limited sample size. Several factors may influence 

this such as variations in the amount of liquid fuel stored and more variation in ICEV 

models available. The review paper by Sun et al. [7] shows that the contribution made 

by the battery pack to the total heat release is about 5 to 10 times that of its stored 

electrical energy. However, Larsson [16] showed that the energy ratio could vary 

between 5 and 20, i.e. that the total heat release could be up to 20 times that of the 

nominal electrical energy. Using an energy ratio of 10 then gives that the total heat 

release for a 24 kWh Nissan Leaf battery may be about 0.9 GJ. This constitutes about 

14 % of the total heat release measured by Watanabe et al. [21]. A similarly sized ICEV 

with a full 50 L fuel tank can expect a total heat release of 1.8 GJ from the liquid fuel 

considering the heat of combustion of 47 MJ/kg and density of 0.75 kg/L [7]. Lam et al. 

[20] noted that the peak heat release rates for ICEVs corresponded more strongly to 

when the liquid fuel burned compared to when the battery was involved for EVs. 

However, for newer EVs larger battery packs are considered as EV manufacturers strive 

to increase the driving range and thus the energy stored.  For example, the Renault Zoe 

went from 22 kWh (2012-2019) and 41 kWh (2016-2019) to 52 kWh (2019-).  

The electric vehicles included in the full-scale tests have a driving range significantly 

smaller than that for a conventional vehicle. The 24 kWh Nissan Leaf tested by 

Watanabe et al. [21], has a driving range of up to 170 km according to the New 

European Drive Cycle (NEDC). To match an example gasoline vehicle with a typical 

range of about 600 km, while ignoring the weight added by the battery pack, would 

require a battery at least 3.5 times as large, i.e. 84 kWh. According to Sun et al. [7], this 

could contribute to as much as 3 GJ in total heat release. 

In the test by Lecocq et al. [19], the fire first spread inside the passenger compartment 

before propagating to the rear and then to the front of the vehicle. There were no 

explosions or projectiles related to the battery fire. The peak heat release rate, total heat 

release and mass loss was also found to not vary significantly, see Table 2. The heat 
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release rate reported in this study is relatively high compared to the other presented 

studies. The confined area in which the test was performed may have influenced this 

through heat feedback from the surrounding surface boundaries and hot gases. The 

calculated effective heat of combustion are also high compared to the 22 MJ/kg value 

determined by Mangs and Rahkonen [25] (used as reference by Watanabe et al. [21]). 

Even more so when compared to the data by Lam et al. [20]. The values for effective 

heat of combustion are however sensitive to the method chosen to measure mass loss. 

Lam et al. argue that roughly 5 % of the vehicles mass fell or was projected from the 

vehicle during the test [20]. If they were to include that weight in their mass loss 

calculations, their effective heats of combustion range from 14-21 MJ/kg, much closer 

to the 22 MJ/kg value.  

The test performed by Lam et al. concluded that the tested electric vehicles did not 

present a greater hazard than the considered conventional vehicles [20]. No explosions 

or violent ejections from the battery pack were reported. In fact, the most significant 

increases in heat release rate were due to the release and burning of the gasoline tank 

content. Burning of the large battery pack of “2013 Vehicle B BEV” did not have any 

noticeable effect on the heat release rate. The battery pack of the two “Vehicle A BEVs” 

did result in a secondary peak heat release rate, but this was still smaller than the 

primary peak resulting from combusting non-battery vehicle components. This 

suggests that the contribution of the battery pack itself to an electric vehicle fire is more 

limited than that of a fuel tank during a conventional vehicle fire.  

Watanabe et al. also found that the risk posed by the considered burning electrical 

vehicle was not significantly different from conventional vehicles [21]. There was also 

no explosive behaviour of the battery pack. The lower heat release measured for most of 

the conventional vehicles compared to the EV can be due to the low amount of fuel and 

several being of significantly smaller size as well as being older vehicles and thus having 

less combustible material. According to Reiland et al. [26], 60 % of modern passenger 

vehicles weight comes from advanced steel and 10 % from plastic. However, plastic 

takes up about 50 % of the total volume of a car. The range of combustible material in 

older vehicles consists of 100-115 kg of plastic, i.e. typically less than 10 % of the vehicle 

weight [27]. A fuel tank is adding approximately 50 kg while the weight contribution of 

the battery pack in EVs can be estimated by considering an average pack energy density 

of 120 Wh/kg, common for EVs from 2016-2017 [7]. The contribution for PHEVs and 

BEVs, typically storing 2-20 kWh and 20-40 kWh [6], is thus an additional 10-100 kg 

or 100-200 kg, respectively.  
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Table 2. Peak heat release rate (PHRR), total heat release (THR) and average effective heat of 
combustion (AEHC) obtained from tests performed on modern ICEVs and EVs. 

Ref. Vehicle studied Mass Stored energy 
PHRR 
[MW] 

THR 
[GJ] 

AEHC 
[MJ/kg] 

Watan-
abe et 
al. [21] 

2003 Honda Fit ICEV 1275 10 L gasoline 2.1 4.3 22 

Toyota sedan ICEV  10 L gasoline  5.1  

Nissan minivan ICEV  10 L gasoline  5.3  

Subaru station ICEV  10 L gasoline  5.6  

Toyota minivan ICEV  10 L gasoline  5.9  

2011 Nissan Leaf BEV 1520 24 kWh 100%SOC 6.3 6.4 22 

Toyota luxury sedan 
ICEV 

 10 L gasoline  7.4  

Lam et 
al. [20] 

2015 Vehicle A ICEV 1096 Full tank gasoline 7.1 3.3 12 

2013 Vehicle B ICEV 1344 Full tank gasoline 10.8 5.0 15 

2013 Vehicle C PHEV 1466 
<10 kWh 85%SOC 
+ full tank gasoline 

6 4.6 15 

2014 Vehicle D PHEV 1711 
<20 kWh 

100%SOC + full 
tank gasoline 

7.9 5.9 13 

2014 Vehicle A BEV 1448 
>20 kWh 

100%SOC 
6.0   

2013 Vehicle A BEV 1475 >20 kWh 85%SOC 5.9 4.9 17 

2013 Vehicle B BEV 1659 
>20 kWh 

100%SOC 
6.9 4.7 13 

INERIS 
[23] [19] 

Manufacturer 1 ICEV 1128 Full tank Diesel 4.8 6.9 35.9 

Manufacturer 2 ICEV 1404 Full tank Diesel 6.1 10 36.4 

Manufacturer 1 BEV 1122 
16.5 kWh 
100%SOC 

4.2 6.3 29.8 

Manufacturer 2 BEV 1501 
23.5 kWh 
100%SOC 

4.7 8.5 30.7 
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Figure 4. Visualisation of the peak heat release rates, total heat releases and average effective 
heat of combustion presented in Table 2. 
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1.2.1.2 Vehicle Gas Emissions 

Gaseous products resulting from the combustion of a vehicle are not often captured in 

detail. Except for CO and CO2, information on the production of asphyxiant or irritant 

gases, such as HCl or HF, is hard to find. In this section the gaseous emissions obtained 

from some full-scale tests are introduced, namely those performed by Lecocq. et al. [1] 

as well as Lönnermark and Blomqvist [28], see Table 3 and Figure 5. A more detailed 

analysis of the toxic gases is found in chapter 1.3. 

Lecocq et al. considered four vehicles in total, 2 ICEVs and 2 EVs, whereas Lönnermark 

and Blomqvist performed their study on one ICEV. Although the number of test 

samples is limited, the differences in total yields of most presented combustion 

products appears to be insignificant. The exception here is hydrogen fluoride (HF). 

Similar quantities are obtained for the two ICEVs as well as for the two EVs, with the 

production for the EVs being up to 60 % higher. As mentioned by Lecocq et al., this is 

due to the battery pack which contains fluorinated materials. In the hypothetical case 

where the ICEV and the EV from the two vehicle manufacturers are the same vehicle, 

with the only difference being their energy storage system, the HF production of the 

battery pack would be 920 g and 657 g, respectively. Considering the size of the battery 

in the two EVs tested, this gives 56 mg/Wh and 28 mg/Wh. 

In addition to toxic gases, emissions in terms of soot particles are of concern in fires 

due to their long-term health effects. Small particles (< 10 µm) can be inhaled and may 

end-up deep into the lung system [14]. Lönnermark and Blomqvist found a particle 

yield of 64 g/kg material combusted from the vehicle fire, with most of the particles 

having a diameter below 1 µm  (can deposit in the bronchial tree) [28]. In terms of the 

number of particles per unit volume, most particles were around 0.1 µm in diameter 

(can deposit on lung surfaces and small air ways). Analysis of these particles showed 

that these contained high concentrations of zinc, lead and chlorine.  

Table 3. Gas emissions captured in full-scale fire tests. 

Ref. Vehicle studied Mass 
Stored 
energy 

Total quantity of combustion products 
CO2 

[kg] 
CO 
[kg] 

THC 
[kg] 

NO 
[g] 

NO2 

[g] 
HF  
[g] 

HCl  
[g] 

HCN 
[g] 

INERIS 
[23] [19] 

Manufacturer 1 
ICEV 

1128 
Full tank 

Diesel 
508 12.0 2.4 679 307 621 1990 167 

Manufacturer 1 
BEV 

1122 
16.5 kWh 

100 % 
SOC 

460 10.4 2.4 500 198 1540 2060 113 

Manufacturer 2 
ICEV 

1404 
Full tank 

Diesel 
723 15.7 2.9 740 410 813 2140 178 

Manufacturer 2 
BEV 

1501 
23.5 kWh 

100 % 
SOC 

618 11.7 2.7 770 349 1470 1930 148 

Lönner-
mark et 
al. [28] 

Medium class 
model 1998, 

ICEV 
 

Empty 
tank  

265 6.9 4.0 - - - 1400 170 
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Figure 5. Total quantity of emitted gas from full-scale tests on passenger cars. The data presented 
has been taken from Lecocq et al. [19] and Lönnermark and Blomqvist [28]. Note that the red and 

green dots represent results obtained for either an ICEV or BEV, respectively. 

 

1.2.2 Li-Ion Battery Tests 

Fire tests on single battery cells and battery packs are more common than those on the 

actual behaviour of an EV fire. The former may however give an idea of what may be 

expected from a full-scale test, and thus allow for some basic engineering estimations to 

be established. 

1.2.2.1 Battery Heat Release Rate and Total Heat Release 

Small and intermediate scale tests performed on lithium-ion batteries can help to 

understand how much their contribution may be in a vehicle fire. One way of 

presenting this data is in terms of the peak heat release rate per energy stored by the 

battery, i.e. W/Wh. It is difficult to obtain simple hand-rules for this however, as the 

existing data vary a lot. This variation comes from the different types of lithium-ion 

batteries tested, including their internal chemistry and state of charge (SOC). Ribière et 

al. [29] showed that tests on a 100 % SOC single battery cell with an LMO cathode 

resulted in about 1900 W/Wh. A small 50 Ah LFP battery pack at 100 % SOC was 

tested by Ping et al. [30] and they found a much lower value, namely 270 W/Wh. Tests 

on arrays of different battery cell models and chemistries were performed by Larsson et 

al. [31], their values varied from 434 W/Wh to 714 W/Wh for batteries at 100 % SOC.  
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It is even more challenging to predict the peak heat release rate (PHRR) for larger 

batteries or battery packs. To start with, data from many tests have been gathered and 

plotted in Figure 6. One may expect that there is some decaying function rather than a 

linear function as shown by the trendlines in the graph, as only a limited number of 

battery cells are likely to be involved at a given time. This however varies with how the 

cells are arranged, how the cells are exposed to the fire at a given time and, as was 

mentioned, chemistry and SOC of the batteries. To somewhat limit the variation with 

respect to charge levels while still keeping a large sample size, only tests with batteries 

of 80 % to 100 % SOC were considered in Figure 6. The SOC level namely affects the 

burning behaviour as the higher levels correspond to a greater intensity of self-heating 

reactions [7] and flammable gas production [32] in comparison to lower SOC. The data 

shows some correlation between the total amount of electrical energy available and the 

peak heat release rate, however, there are large variations. This is reasonable as this 

parameter is heavily influenced by factors unrelated to the battery size, in particular 

how the fire develops and spreads. 

For arrangements of up to 10 vertically stacked battery cells, Sturk et al. [33] also found 

a decreasing slope relationship between the number of cells and the peak heat release 

rate. The cells were stacked vertically in those tests but were not inside an enclosure. 

The opposite was found by FM Global when they tested energy storage systems 

consisting of vertically arranged battery modules [34]. They found an increasing slope 

for the PHRR with respect to number of modules. The more modules were stacked on 

top of each other, the higher PHRR with respect to the electrical energy available. 

Thermal runaway was started in the lowest module by a heat element why propagation 

and involvement of many battery cells at the same time were slow at start but faster as 

the fire grew and could involve many battery modules simultaneously. This shows the 

impact of the fire scenario and any trendline for PHRR should therefore be used 

carefully.  

 

Figure 6. Peak heat release rate data taken from Appendix A and plotted with respect to the 
electrical energy of the test objects on a log-log scale. Note that only tests with batteries at 80 % 
SOC to 100 % SOC were considered in gathering this data. 
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Total heat release (THR) data from tests performed on batteries are presented in Figure 

7. There appears to be a linear correlation between the size of the battery and the total 

amount of heat it may release during a fire, as shown by the trendline for all data. 

Similar correlations were found by FM Global [2] and Sun et al [3]. For high electrical 

energy content, i.e. module/pack data, this linear trendline captures the data rather 

well as the determination coefficient (R2) is close to 1. It may be useful for 

conservatively estimating the total contribution from an EV battery pack.  

The trendline for all data may be expressed in a similair form to the equation presented 

by Sun et al. [7], namely 

𝑄𝑘𝐽 = 48.46 × 𝐸𝑊ℎ = 13.5 × 𝐸𝑘𝐽, 

where both the energy stored in the battery (𝐸) and the total energy release (𝑄) are 

expressed with the same energy unit. Applying this equation to the 16 kWh battery pack 

tested by Long Jr. et al. gives 𝑄 = 0.78 GJ as the estimated contribution of the battery 

pack. The value measured during the test was 0.72 GJ. This good of a fit is however 

harder to achieve when less than 10 Wh are considered. In this case, the trendline has 

the tendency to overestimate the total heat release for most samples. There could be 

reasons for this associated with the battery cell abuse scenario as well as less 

combustible material associated with the casing and module/pack components.  

 

Figure 7. Total heat release data for lithium-ion batteries. The data was taken from Appendix A 
and plotted on a log-log scale. 

 

1.2.2.2 Battery Gas Emissions 

Abuse of battery cells may result in gas production. This results in an increasing 

pressure which may cause the cell to swell. Depending on the type of cell, a safety vent 

may open to release the gases or a weak structure will make the cell to open at relatively 

low pressures. The vented gases are flammable and toxic. If ignited, the gases may 

result in an explosion and potentially cause severe damage to surrounding equipment 

and people. As before, the discussion here is an introduction and is meant to give an 
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overview of test data. A more complete analysis of the toxic substances is given in 

chapter 1.3. 

Before combusting, the composition of gases released by batteries is primarily made up 

of CO, CO2, H2 and different hydrocarbons [32] [35].  This is based on data from tests 

performed in inert environments, i.e. only partial combustion takes place due to the 

oxygen supplied by the cathode material breaking down [6]. The measured gases are 

thus primarily made up of ventilated gases that have not yet combusted. Baird [35] 

noted several trends when it comes to gas release in this scenario. For example, he 

found that as the SOC increases, so does the volume fraction of CO, H2, and total 

hydrocarbons (THC) while the amount of CO2 decreases for all cell chemistries.  

The gas composition released pose an explosion risk if they are not promptly ignited 

upon their release. Ponchaut et al. [32] found that the lower flammability limit of gases 

ventilated by Li-ion batteries (LIBs) is around 6 %. They also reported that the 

combustion properties of these gases are comparable to hydrocarbons such as methane 

and propane but have a wider flammability range of up to 40 %. 

Data concerning the amount of gas a battery may release has been summarised in Table 

4. The quantity of gas varies with the battery size, its SOC and chemistry. The higher 

the SOC, the greater the amount of gas that is released [32]. The general trend indicates 

that a gas release of less than 1 L/Wh can be expected in most cases but it can be as 

high as 5 L/Wh. According to Baird [35], there is a linear correlation between the 

amount of gas that is released and the electrical energy available. In their tests with 

batteries up to 370 Wh they found that the total gas release scales linearly by 0.47 

L/Wh. As for the total heat release rate, it seems reasonable that the total amount of 

gas scales with the battery size. However, it is more difficult to predict how much gas 

will be released over time and thus how quickly an explosive atmosphere may be 

generated.  

Table 4. Quantity of gas released by battery cells.  

Study Cathode Cell type, size Gas volume [L] Energy [Wh] [L/Wh] 

ICAO [36] LCO 
Cylindrical 18650, 

small 
8.00 17.64 0.45 

Golubkov et al. 
[37] 

LFP 
Cylindrical 18650, 

small 
0.72 3.65 0.20 

NCA Cylindrical, small 6.20 12.33 0.50 

Golubkov et al. 
[38] 

LMO Prismatic, large 133 185.3 0.72 

LMO Prismatic, large 67.2 185.3 0.36 

Golubkov et al. 
[39] 

LFP 
Cylindrical 18650, 

small 
1.12 3.85 0.29 

NMC 
Cylindrical 18650, 

small 
3.34 6.15 0.54 

NMC-LCO 
Cylindrical 18650, 

small 
5.94 10.5 0.57 

LCO Pouch, small 0.77 7.7 0.10 

Sturk et al. [40] 
LFP Pouch, small 50.0 115.5 0.43 

NMC-LMO Pouch, small 1500 287 5.2 

Nedjalkov et al. 
[41] 

NMC Pouch, large 200 172 1.2 
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Without an external fire or ignition source, it may take a significant amount of time in 

which batteries are releasing flammable gas. Full scale thermal runaway propagation 

tests performed by the NHTSA [42] gave that there may exist a distinct time delay to 

ignition and external combustion of released gases after thermal runaway has been 

initiated at one single cell. In one test where thermal runaway was initiated and then 

propagated to 8 other cells in the pack there was no ignition of the released gases 

throughout this entire period, approximately 40 min long. Another test that they 

performed did result in thermal propagation throughout the entire battery pack and 

ignition of the gases, however, there was an initial period of about 15 min in which 

gases were ventilated without ignition. Results from FM Global [34] show that the type 

of battery and its chemistry play a role. In their tests on energy storage systems, they 

found that NMC battery cells could self-ignite the vented gases. However, LFP cells 

sometimes were able to ignite the gases, and sometimes they were not able to do so. 

When a LIB (Li-ion battery) is exposed to high temperatures, e.g. due to flaming 

combustion or thermal runaway, it produces toxic compounds. The quantity in which 

these toxic compounds are released need to be understood in order to determine the 

time to different toxicity limits in terms of the total battery system capacity. These 

compounds may include CO, NOx, SO2, HCl, HF and more. Larsson et al. [31] reported 

time-resolved and total amounts of HF for many different cell types, as well as others 

[29] [40]. The quantities of HF produced is related to the electrolyte solvent and the 

chemical reactions initiated. As this varies among battery types and test scenarios, it is 

no surprise that there are large variations in the quantities of HF measured, see Table 

5. HF and other toxic compounds is discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

Table 5. Measured amounts of HF obtained by several studies. An interval indicates that several 
repetitions were done with the same cell type. 

Study Environment 
Battery 

type 
SOC 

Nominal energy 
capacity [Wh] 

Total HF yields 
(mg/Wh) 

Larsson 
et al. [43] 

Ambient 

LFP 100 92 24 

LFP 

100 

112 

44 

100 56 

100 
(+ water 

mist) 
51 

0 100 

50 120 

LCO 100 121 15 

Larsson 
et al. [31] 

Ambient 

LCO 100 

128 

19.8 ± 1.2 

LCO 50 18.5 ± 3.9 

LCO 0 21.6 ± 1.5 

LFP 100 128 166.8 ± 11.5 

LFP 100 
112 

53.9 ± 2.0 

LFP 50 141.3 ± 26.3 

Sturk et 
al. [40] 

Inert 
LFP 100 112 53.6 

NMC-LMO 100 252 32.5 
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1.3 Toxic Gases 

Toxic gases are released in all fires, some materials and products are however of more 

concern for toxic emssions. All modern vehicles contain a large amount of plastics 

which could be a source of a variety of toxic combustion products. These include carbon 

monoxide, organic irritants and carcinogenic organic compounds, further can some 

plastics be the source of e.g. hydrogen chloride (HCl) and hydrogen fluoride (HF). The 

combustion of the AC-fluid in the vehicle could additionally release a substantial 

amount of HF. In electric vehicles (EVs), Li-ion batteries release toxic gases during fire 

primarily from combustion of the electrolyte. Off-gassing from the battery is a result of 

overpressure caused by e.g. external heating, short circuit, overcharge or cell failure. In 

Li-ion batteries today, the electrolyte contains lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) 

and can also include other fluorine containing compounds which provide the potential 

for emission of HF during heating and combustion. Without combustion the flammable 

gases emitted from a battery (e.g. H2, CO, CH4 and other low boiling point 

hydrocarbons) could be of a larger and more immediate threat than the toxic gases due 

to the risk of gas explosion. Both flammable and toxic gases could also be produced if 

the battery is submerged in e.g. saltwater. Due to electrolysis of the saltwater (H2O and 

NaCl), hydrogen gas (flammable) and chlorine gas (toxic) are produced.  

This chapter includes a short analysis of relevant toxic substances encountered in case 

of battery fire or vehicle fire, as well as an overview of rescue tactics and methodology 

used for electric vehicles with focus on measures related to the toxic gases. 

1.3.1 Analysis of Toxic Substances 

A complete analysis of all existing species in the smoke from a fire is generally not 

possible, at least without using many different analysing techniques and equipment. 

However, even with a suitable measuring tool for a certain substance you normally 

must know what you are searching for, both for calibration and reasonable time 

required for the analysis. An overview of the substances that have been measured in 

some different studies is presented in Table 6. Some of the studies were discussed in 

previous chapters and include fire tests of EVs and ICEVs as well as fire or gas 

ventilation tests with Li-ion batteries.  

Without going into details about toxicology and medical effects for each of the listed 

substances a first analysis where performed by comparing measured quantities with 

listed health exposure limits. Limit values were retrieved for substances listed in: 

• Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH) values published by the 

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the USA. 

These limits are established to ensure escape from a given contaminated 

environment without respiratory protection. [44] 

• Acute Exposure Guideline Level (AEGL) values published by the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) in the USA. Values are given for five different exposure 

periods – 10 min, 30 min, 1 h, 4 h, and 8 h – for three levels of toxic effects: [45] 

o Level 1 - Notable discomfort, irritation, or certain asymptomatic non-

sensory effects. 
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o Level 2 - Irreversible or other serious, long-lasting adverse health effects 

or an impaired ability to escape.  

o Level 3 - Life-threatening health effects or death. 

• Legislative requirements for exposure limits in work environments published by 

the Swedish Work Environment Authority. Values are given as time-weighted 

averages (normally 8 h) and short-term limits (normally 15 min). [46] 

For comparison, the measured quantities for battery cells or modules were linearly 

extrapolated for an approximation of the total amount that could be released from a 

20 kWh battery, which was approximately the energy storage capacity of the EVs 

included in the review. The total measured or estimated quantities of a specific 

substance from either a complete vehicle or for a 20 kWh battery were put in a 

reference volume of 1000 m3, assuming even distribution and no air exchange. With 

these assumptions and based on the maximum levels measured or estimated from any 

of the studies, the substances presented in Table 7 are those with the highest 

concentrations in relation to listed health exposure limits. Note that not all substances 

have listed exposure limits, especially not among organic compounds and metals. In 

addition, this analysis does not consider combined effects due to exposure of several 

substances at the same time, however, Table 7 gives an idea of substances that might be 

worth focusing on.   

Other gas components, not listed in Table 7, that also reached above e.g. IDLH values 

for the chosen reference volume were CO2, HCN and NO, while most individual organic 

compounds and metals where clearly below corresponding thresholds.  
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Table 6. Overview of which substances that have been measured or analysed in different studies. 

Study [31, 28] [19, 23] [47] [40] [48] [49] [29] 

Inorganic gas components 

CO2 x x x x x  x 

CO x x x  x  x 

HF x x x x x  x 

POF3 x   x*    

PH3   x     

H3PO4   x     

HCN x x   x   

HCl x x   x  x 

SO2 x x     x 

HBr x*       

NH3 x*       

NO x* x x    x 

NO2 x* x x  x   

Organic compounds 

Total VOC x  x     

Total HC x x  x   x 

Benzene x  x x x   

Toluene x  x x x   

Styrene x  x   x  

Xylene   x     

Ethylbenzene      x  

Ethynylbenzene x       

Indene x  x     

Benzonitrile x       

Phenol x       

Formaldehyde  x       

Acetaldehyde x       

Acrolein x       

Isocyanates x       

PAH  x       

PCDD/PCDF x       

DEC/DMC/EMC    x  x  

Other compounds   x x x x  

Particulate matter 

Particles x     x  

Co x  x   x  

Cu x       

Mn x  x   x  

Ni x     x  

Li   x   x  

Pb x     x  

Other metals x     x  

Fluorine (F) x  x x    

Chlorine (Cl) x       

Bromine (Br) x       
[28] RISE, Sweden, ICE vehicle, *below detection limit  
[31] RISE/Chalmers, Sweden, Battery cells, (HF and POF3) 
[19, 23] INERIS, France, EVs and ICEVs 
[47] Mellert et al., Switzerland, Battery module 
[40] Sturk et al, Sweden, Battery cells in inert atmosphere (only total values of HF and fluorine), *no detection 
[48] DNV-GL, Norway, Battery cells and modules  
[49] FOI, Sweden, Battery cells in inert atmosphere (max. conc., no total values) 
[29] Ribière et al., France, Battery cells  
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Table 7. Maximum concentrations calculated from vehicle measurements (ICEV or EV) or 
extrapolated from separate battery measurements, considering total emitted amounts in a 
reference volume of 1000 m3, as well as listed health exposure limits, for certain substances. 

Substance Vehicle 20 kWh battery IDLH1 AEGL-2 
(10 min)2 

AFS 
(15 min)3 

CO (ppm) 9000-13500  [19] 1300-4950 [48] 1200 420 100 

HF (ppm) 750-1850 [19] 300-4800 [31] 30 95 2 

HCl (ppm) 1300-1400 [19] 30-1250 [48] 50 100 4 

SO2 (ppm) 300 [23] 20-140 [29] 100 0.75 1 

NO2 (ppm) 100-200 [19] 230-1700 [48] 13 20 1 

Co (mg/m3)  1700-2700 [47] 20   

Li (mg/m3)  380-580 [47] 0.5**   

PAH* (mg/m3) 120 [28]    0.02*** 
1 Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH) values, 
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/idlh/intridl4.html 
2 Acute Exposure Guideline Level (AEGL) values, Level 2, 10 min exposure, 
https://www.epa.gov/aegl/access-acute-exposure-guideline-levels-aegls-values#chemicals 
3 AFS 2018:1, 15 min (short-term) exposure limits published by the Swedish Work Environment 
Authority, https://www.av.se/arbetsmiljoarbete-och-
inspektioner/publikationer/foreskrifter/hygieniska-gransvarden-afs-20181-foreskrifter/ 
*Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
**Lithium hydride 
***Benzo(a)pyrene 

 

1.3.1.1 Organic Compounds 

Certain organic compounds or groups of compounds are of specific interest, e.g. 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) which are persistent and cancerogenic; 

aldehydes and isocyanates which are irritating to the eyes and respiratory tract at very 

low concentrations; and polychlorinated dibenzodioxins (PCDDs) and dibenzofurans 

(PCDFs) measured in very small quantities from an ICE car [28] however considered to 

be very toxic.  

In a recent study [50] PAHs uptake by firefighters who responded to controlled 

residential fires were measured. Urine samples were analysed before and after 

firefighting and an increase was noted for all job assignments (e.g. incident command, 

pump operation or interior operations), however the changes were greatest for 

firefighters assigned to interior fire attack and search with up to 6-fold increase of 

median concentrations. SCBA (self-contained breathing apparatus) is used during 

interior operations, but not always during exterior operations. In addition, PAHs can be 

absorbed through skin and several studies referred to in [50] have found PAH 

particulates under the turnout gear. Firefighting tactics with regard to electric vehicles 

is discussed in chapter 1.3.2. 

Bergström et al [49] have detected many different organic compounds from battery cell 

ventilation (LFP and NMC cathodes) and of which some can be taken up by the skin, 

including 1,4-dioxane, ethylbenzene, styrene and 1-methylpyrrolidin-2-one. For fire 

fighters normally using breathing apparatus chemicals which can be taken up by the 

skin may be of certain interest, which is also one reason that hydrogen fluoride (HF) 

has been in focus when talking about toxic gas emissions from Li-ion batteries. HF is 

discussed further in section 1.3.1.5. 
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1.3.1.2 Metals 

Metal residues in the air from fire in electric vehicles have not been studied in detail so 

far. Heavy metals can be very toxic [51] and the composition is expected to be different 

with the contribution from the batteries in electric vehicles. From an ICE car [28] the 

highest metal levels detected were for zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and copper (Cu) and very low 

levels were detected for metals such as lithium (Li), cobalt (Co), manganese (Mn) and 

nickel (Ni).  

A swiss study [47] show instead alarmingly high levels of cobalt and lithium from 

standalone battery module (NMC cathode) tests as seen in Table 7. Manganese (Mn) 

was measured at the same level as cobalt but have a higher IDLH value (500 mg/m3). 

Cobalt can be taken up by the skin and is classified by the Swedish Work Environment 

Authority as a carcinogen [49]. However, there are efforts made to lower the cobalt in 

batteries due to scarce supply and debated mining. Lithium is not expected to 

bioaccumulate and its human as well as environmental toxicity is considered low [52]. 

Nor does lithium have an occupational exposure limit, but as for all particulate matter 

the analyses do not consider chemical state or possible compounds. As seen in Table 7 

lithium hydride (LiH) has a very low IDLH value. The actual metal compounds formed 

in fires in electric vehicles could be investigated in greater depth.  

From battery cell (LFP and NMC) ventilation [49] much smaller quantities of cobalt, 

manganese, nickel and lithium were detected, comparable to quantities of zinc and 

lead. However, the variation between different samples and replicates were large and in 

one case (LFP cell) high levels of lithium were detected. 

In a recent fire suppression tests with a battery module [53] seemingly high levels of 

cobalt, nickel and manganese were measured in the extinguishing water collected 

(30-50 mg/l).  

1.3.1.3 Asphyxiant Gases 

Asphyxiant gases cause unconsciousness or death by suffocation. Sometimes only 

nontoxic or minimally toxic gases with no other major health effects than 

displacement of oxygen in breathing air is meant, e.g. H2, N2, CO2 and methane. 

These are also referred to as simple asphyxiants. Symptoms such as dizziness and 

nausea can occur when oxygen levels are less than approximately 19.5% and oxygen 

levels under 10% can cause unconsciousness in short time [54].   

Other asphyxiants that will cause suffocation of body cells are carbon monoxide 

(CO) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN). CO stuck on the haemoglobin in the red blood 

cells about 250 times easier than O2, blocking the transport of O2 to the cells. HCN 

obstructs the function of the mitochondria, such that O2 cannot be absorbed into 

the cells. In case of HCN intoxication the blood is still oxygen rich which can be 

misinterpreted as being well oxygenated. [55] 

Poisoning by carbon monoxide is estimated to causing half of all deaths related to 

fire [55]. CO will always be present, however, the ratio between CO, CO2 and 

unburnt hydrocarbons in the fumes from a fire is highly dependent on the oxygen 

supply, which make comparisons between different tests with different setup and 
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test scenarios difficult. Table 8 present an overview of measured CO for the studies 

compared in Table 6 with the same reference volume and assumptions made as 

described earlier in chapter 1.3.1 and which was used for Table 7. For battery cell 

testing Ribière et al. [29] showed that CO production increased very much with 

increased SOC (see interval in Table 8 with the minimum value for 0% SOC and the 

maximum value for 100% SOC). This is probably due to the much faster scenario 

with 100% SOC, limiting the oxygen supply. CO2 was constant and not dependent 

on the SOC, while the yield of THC (total hydrocarbons) was high for 100% SOC 

and close to zero for lower SOC. 

The INERIS tests [19] show slightly lower CO production for EVs compared to 

ICEVs. The higher levels of CO measured in all the INERIS tests compared to the 

older RISE study [28] can be related to the larger quantities of combustibles 

(plastics) found in newer cars. This can also be seen for other gas components as 

seen in Table 9 - Table 11.  

DNV-GL [48] states, based on their measurements, that the toxicity of a battery fire 

can be compared to burning plastics. When comparing their measurements with 

IDLH values, the substances with the highest toxicity contribution are CO, NO2 and 

HCl. Note however that the measured quantities of CO, NO2 and HCl are quite high 

and e.g. measured quantities of HF are quite low compared to other studies, see 

Table 8 - Table 12. 

Common for all asphyxiant gases is that respiratory protection is important. In 

addition, severe smoke inhalation is first addressed by providing fresh air or pure 

oxygen [55]. 

Table 8. Calculated concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO) from vehicle measurements (both 
ICEV and EV) or extrapolated from separate battery measurements, considering total emitted 
amounts in a reference volume of 1000 m3, as well as ratio to listed health exposure limits. 

CO (ppm) RISE [28] INERIS [19] 
Mellert et al. 

[47] 
DNV-GL 

[48] 

Ribière et al. 
[29] 

Vehicle 5900 9000-13500 - - - 

20 kWh battery - - 300-800 1300-4950 150-2600 

Conc./IDLH 4.9 7.5-11 0.3-0.7 1.1-4.1 0.1-2.2 

Conc./AEGL-2 14 21-32 0.7-1.9 3.1-12 0.4-6.2 

 

1.3.1.4 Irritant Gases 

All fire gases contribute to suffocation of body cells by displacement of oxygen. 

However, some gases also have a toxic and irritating effect that could be significant 

already at low concentrations, these include e.g.  hydrogen fluoride (HF), hydrogen 

chloride (HCl), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). A recent study [56] 

analysing toxic gases from Li-ion batteries (LFP cathode) conclude that the effects of 

irritant gases are much more significant than those of asphyxiant gases. The analysis 

was done using FED (Fractional Effective Dose) and FEC (Fractional Effective 

Concentration) models to assess the overall gas toxicity.  

HF has received most attention when talking about toxic gases from batteries and is 

covered in a separate section (see 1.3.1.5). INERIS [19] showed in full-scale vehicle tests 
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that, among the gases they measured, the quantity of HF constituted the largest 

difference between EVs and ICEVs with approximately double amount of HF for the 

EVs (with 16.5 and 23.5 kWh batteries). The amount of HCl was similar in all tests and 

for NO2 there were slightly higher values for the ICEVs. SO2 was only measured for an 

ICEV presented in another article by INERIS [23]. Although some gases and substances 

differ more than others when comparing EVs and ICEVs, a holistic approach is 

recommended to evaluate what threats are present and which protection is needed.  

Hydrogen chloride is corrosive and highly irritating which can cause severe injury 

to e.g. respiratory tract if inhaled. HCl is not absorbed through the skin, but in 

contact with moisture it forms hydrochloride acid which can cause burns [57]. Table 

9 present an overview of measured HCl for the studies compared in Table 6 with the 

same reference volume and assumptions made as previously in this work. DNV-GL 

[48] measured very high HCl level in one of their test scenarios, but for all other 

tests the ppm level (calculated using the same reference volume and assumptions as 

in Table 9) were below 400. Ribière et al. [29] showed that, for the tested cell, total 

HCl production had no SOC dependence.  

Table 9. Calculated concentrations of hydrogen chloride (HCl) from vehicle measurements (both 
ICEV and EV) or extrapolated from separate battery measurements, considering total emitted 
amounts in a reference volume of 1000 m3, as well as ratio to listed health exposure limits. 

HCl (ppm) RISE [28] INERIS [19] DNV-GL [48] Ribière et al. [29] 

Vehicle 950 1300-1400 - - 

20 kWh battery - - 30-1250 30 

Conc./IDLH 19 26-28 0.6-25 0.6 

 

Sulphur dioxide is severely irritating, especially in combination with moisture such as 

sulphurous acid is formed. SO2 is readily absorbed through the upper respiratory tract 

[58], but absorption through skin seems to be negligible [59]. As seen in Table 7, the 

AEGL-2 is very low compared to e.g. the IDLH value for sulphur dioxide. This low value 

is based on human asthmatic data with risk of constriction of airways. The AEGL-3 of 

30 ppm (10-60 min) is based on SO2 exposure to animals, primarily rats. [60] 

Table 10 present an overview of measured SO2 for the studies compared in Table 6 

with the same reference volume and assumptions made as previously. Ribière et al. 

[29] showed that SO2 production was much higher at 100% SOC compared to lower 

SOC. Probably a temperature threshold is reached for higher SOC levels where 

additives containing sulphur-based compounds degrade and forms sulphur dioxide. 

What SOC-level that represents this temperature threshold could however vary 

between different cells, format and chemistries as showed and discussed by Peng et al. 

[56]. 

Table 10. Calculated concentrations of sulphur dioxide (SO2) from vehicle measurements (both 
ICEV and EV) or extrapolated from separate battery measurements, considering total emitted 
amounts in a reference volume of 1000 m3, as well as ratio to listed health exposure limits. 

SO2 (ppm) RISE [28] INERIS [23] Ribière et al. [29] 

Vehicle 200 300 - 

20 kWh battery - - 20-140 

Conc./IDLH 2 3 0.2-1.4 

Conc./AEGL-2 267 400 27-187 
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Nitrogen oxides, e.g. nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and nitric oxide (NO), are severely 

irritating, especially to respiratory tract and lungs at low concentrations. NO2 is more 

acutely toxic than NO (compare IDLH values of 100 ppm (NO) and 13 ppm (NO2)), 

except at lethal concentrations when NO may kill more rapidly [61]. Nitrogen oxides 

show little skin penetration ability up to lethal inhalation levels [59].  

Table 11 present an overview of measured NO2 for the studies compared in Table 6 

with the same reference volume and assumptions made as previously. As seen in 

the table there is very large variety between the studies. DNV-GL [48] only 

measured NO2 for the LFP cells and nothing for the NMC cells. In the vehicle tests 

performed by INERIS [19] there were slightly higher values of NO2 for ICEVs compared 

to EVs. 

Table 11. Calculated concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) from vehicle measurements (both 
ICEV and EV) or extrapolated from separate battery measurements, considering total emitted 
amounts in a reference volume of 1000 m3, as well as ratio to listed health exposure limits. 

NO2 (ppm) RISE [28] INERIS [19] Mellert et al. [47] DNV-GL [48] 

Vehicle Below det. limit 100-200 - - 

20 kWh battery - - <3 230-1700 

Conc./IDLH - 7.7 <0.2 18-131 

 

1.3.1.5 Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) 

As for other irritant gases hydrogen fluoride is severely irritating and can cause severe 

injury to e.g. respiratory tract if inhaled. In contact with moisture hydrofluoric acid 

is formed, which is more corrosive than hydrochloride acid [62]. However, the major 

difference between HF and other gases presented above is that the fluoride ion is able 

to penetrate skin and other tissues and is causing systemic poisoning effect by changing 

the levels of calcium, potassium and magnesium in the blood [63]. Hydrogen fluoride 

solutions from about 20% may cause pain on the skin, but solutions of less than 20% 

cause normally no immediate pain but may cause delayed serious injury [63]. 

Absorption through skin or e.g. onset of lung injury at inhalation may be delayed up to 

2-3 days [55, 63]. From animal studies a solution of 2 % (splashes) caused mild 

persistent damage, while solution of 0.5 % did not seem to have persistent effects [64]. 

Extinguishing run-off water from a battery fire is expected to be at ppm-level for 

fluoride content, however, it depends on several factors such as battery size and water 

amount. Ocular tissues are very sensitive and concentrations at ppm-level (or even as 

low as ppb-level) of hydrofluoric acid may produce irritation to the eye [64]. For 

hydrogen fluoride (gas) the irritating odour is discernible already at about 0.04 ppm, 

which could provide adequate warning before reaching hazardous concentrations [63]. 

Table 12 present an overview of measured HF for the studies compared in Table 6 

with the same reference volume and assumptions made as in Table 7Table 11. For 

the vehicle tests performed by INERIS [19] the lower part of the interval represents 

ICEVs and the upper part EVs. Several studies show that the HF production varies a 

lot with different li-ion battery types. For example, Larsson et al. (RISE) [31] who 

tested seven types of cells (in total 39 tests) received the highest amount of HF for 

LFP pouch cells. There were significantly higher amounts for two such types 
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compared to both other cathode chemistries as well as cylindrical LFP cells. In 

addition, both DNV-GL [48] and Sturk et al. [40] also measured higher amount of 

HF for LFP cells compared to NMC cells. Note that the comparison is in relation to 

electrical energy content and not weight/size, which could be different. All the 

studies that included different SOC-levels [31, 48, 29] show an increasing trend of 

total HF production with decreasing SOC, with highest amount at 0 % SOC [29] or 

a peak at 50 % SOC [31]. Larsson et al. [31] reason that less pressure build-up, 

lower gas release velocity and longer reaction time available might explain the 

much higher HF values for pouch cells compared to e.g. cylindrical cells. If true, 

this could also explain SOC dependence and e.g. higher values for LFP cells, since 

this correlate with time scale of gas release. In one test with cylindrical cells packed 

together in a typical laptop battery pack Larsson et al. [31] reason that wall losses 

could have been significant. HF is incompatible with several materials, e.g. metals, 

organic materials, glass, ceramics, rubber etc. [54], meaning that HF readily reacts 

upon contact, releasing hydrogen. This make measurements of HF difficult and 

losses due to sampling length and filters could be significant. For example, very low 

HF detection by Mellert et al. [47] could possibly be due to great distance between 

measuring point and battery fire (outdoor test in tunnel). In small scale, Ribière et 

al. [29] showed that a LiPF6 electrolyte pool fire produced nearly the same amount 

of HF (98 %) as the total equivalent mass of fluorine available. However, in battery 

cell testing only one third of the total equivalent mass of fluorine was detected as 

HF. In this comparison measurement losses are irrelevant why either wall losses 

within the battery is significant or other fluorine-based compounds are released in 

case of battery combustion. For example, POF3 was detected by Larsson et al. [31], 

but only for one battery type at 0% SOC. COF2 is also a possible emission product 

from fire in materials containing fluorine [65], but has not been reported from 

battery fire studies. COF2 is very toxic with AEGL-2 of 0.35 ppm for 10 min 

exposure, which can be compared to 95 ppm for HF (see Table 7). Anyway, the 

fluorine content in the smoke (detected by gas-washing bottles) is generally higher 

than detected amount of HF by FTIR [31]. The IDLH value for fluorides is 250 

mg/m3. This is based on particulate fluoride which is not as toxic as some of the 

decomposition products such as HF, POF3 and COF2. 

Table 12. Calculated concentrations of hydrogen fluoride (HF) from vehicle measurements (both 
ICEV and EV) or extrapolated from separate battery measurements, considering total emitted 
amounts in a reference volume of 1000 m3, as well as ratio to listed health exposure limits. 

 

 

HF (ppm) RISE [31] INERIS [19] 
Mellert et 

al. [47] 
Sturk et al. 

[40] 
DNV-GL 

[48] 
Ribière et 

al. [29] 

Vehicle - 750-1850 - - - - 

20 kWh 
battery 

300-4800 - <20 150-400 15-640 850-1550 

Conc./IDLH 10-160 25-62 <0.7 5-13 0.5-21 28-52 
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1.3.2 Rescue Tactics and Methodology 

Guidelines used by rescue services in Sweden for fires in li-ion batteries of certain size 

(typically EVs or battery energy storage systems) focus mostly on the toxic gases and 

specifically on hydrogen fluoride [66, 67, 68]. Based on small scale material tests [65] 

(see 1.3.2.1 below) short intervals of BA (breathing apparatus) rescue is considered 

okay with standard turnout gear. It is however noted that no complete system tests 

were performed which means that penetration of gases through any openings, zippers 

or seams have not been evaluated. In addition, the greatest hazard is associated with 

inhalation why it is recommended that all personnel adjacent to the fire is using 

respiratory protection, not only those assigned for search and fire attack.  

Further, except for emergency rescue operations, the starting point is to attack fire 

from a distance, to ensure good ventilation and to limit spread of fire. The assumption 

that EVs could be involved in a parking garage fire should always be made. For an EV 

fire outdoor normally standard procedures for vehicle fires are used. The rescue service 

guidelines also provide some routines for decontamination after rescue operations, e.g. 

undressing with respiratory protection intact at the accident scene and showering.   

Another recommendation is that water can be used to wash off e.g. HF from the smoke, 

with precautions regarding exposure to the water droplets. However, applying water to 

the fire source might as well increase HF production as shown in fire tests [43, 16]. 

Applying water mist to li-ion battery fires increases the production of HF significantly 

during the application process, although the total amount of HF produced during the 

fires did not change. 

Ongoing work by several rescue services investigate suitable equipment for HF 

indication during BA rescue operations. No HF indication has so far been seen in real 

incidents for the equipment currently used by some fire fighters. These indicators 

should detect HF at 3 ppm within 15 min or 60 ppm within 1 min, and should 

withstand excessive heat, other gases and high humidity.   

Due to the risks associated with skin penetration, HF exposure during battery fire 

operations has received a lot focus. However, high concentrations are probably needed, 

especially when using suitable PPE (personal protective equipment). In addition, DNV-

GL [69] states that the average emissions of toxic gases per kg from a burning battery 

are lower than that from burning plastics, but the peak emission rates (during thermal 

runaway of cells) are higher for batteries. Anyway, more research and data are needed, 

both on the concentrations that can be expected as well as which concentrations of HF 

that would be dangerous for dermal absorption.   

1.3.2.1 Personal Protective Equipment  

For any fire involving li-ion batteries, personal protective equipment (PPE) should 

include [68]: Turnout gear with Gore-Tex® membrane (or similar), base layer, hood, 

helmet, gloves, protective boots and SCBA (self-contained breathing apparatus) with 

tight mask. For HF protection, the membrane is thought to be important why 

guidelines also include that old leather gloves should not be used but instead gloves 

with Gore-Tex®-membrane (or similar) [67]. 
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Tests were performed 2018 [65] with two combinations of combined base layer and 

turnout gear materials to evaluate protection capacity against gases and particulates 

resulting from EV fires. There was one combination of new materials and one with used 

material, both containing Gore-Tex® membrane. Protection capacity was evaluated for 

HF, C6H12, COF2, HCN and particulates between 0.020-1 μm. High concentrations 

(1000-4000 ppm) was used to simulate worst case scenarios in confined spaces. 

Results show good protection against HF, COF2 and particulates, but low protection 

against C6H12 and HCN. For HF (3500 ppm) and COF2 (1000 ppm) no penetration was 

detected within the test time of 20 min. With single layers the penetration time for only 

the Gore-Tex® material was about 3 min for HF and very short time for the base layer, 

indicating that the combination of two layers was important for good protection. As 

mentioned above, no complete system tests were performed which means that 

penetration of gases through any openings, zippers or seams have not been evaluated. 

It was also seen that HF accumulate in the materials since HF was detected from the 

materials up to 20 min after the tests.  

Previous study [70] by partly the same research group as above evaluated protection 

capacity for one layer of a typical turnout gear material with Gore-Tex® membrane 

against diethyl carbonate (DEC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), 1,4-thioxane and 

hydrogen fluoride (HF). Results show low protection against the first three for 

concentrations of about 1000 ppm. For HF, concentrations of 55 ppm were used and 

for this low concentration no penetration was detected in the test. The study also 

included evaluation of skin penetration and showed low skin protection for all 

substances (in liquid phase) and that combined DEC with hydrogen fluoride acid (5% 

and 0.5%) increased the penetration rate. 5% HF resulted in blisters on the skin, while 

0.5% did not show any visual marks. 

It should be noted that the purpose of standard fire fighter PPE is to protect against 

inhalation of harmful gases and particulates as well as protect against heat and flame 

exposure. To have good protection against gas exposure a gas tight chemical protective 

suit should be used. However, for situations including both fire and chemical exposure 

neither standard firefighter PPE nor chemical protective suit is optimal. Some rescue 

services provide a simple chemical suit that can be used either over or under the 

standard turnout gear for extra protection at certain situations. 
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PART 2 – Fire Tests 

2.1 Full-Scale Vehicle Fire Tests 

Three full-scale vehicle fire tests have been performed inside a fire hall with a large 

calorimeter hood above to collect smoke and gas emissions. The vehicles comprised of 

two battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and one conventional internal combustion engine 

vehicle (ICEV). The ICEV and one of the BEVs were of the same vehicle model from the 

same manufacturer which enable a good comparison between the powertrains.  

2.1.1 Test Objects 

The vehicles tested were provided by the insurance companies involved in the project 

and are summarized in Table 13. In the tests, both the BEVs were having approximately 

80% SOC and for the ICEV 44 l of diesel was included, which is 80% of full tank. 

The considered vehicles were involved in incidents before being granted to the project. 

The ICEV and BEV from manufacturer A had some damages to their exterior and 

chassis. The BEV from manufacturer B had previously been closed to a fire, and showed 

minor signs of heat damage. The extent of the aforementioned damages was very 

limited overall, and were thus not considered to have had any significant impact on the 

fire development. Certified automotive technicians also checked the status of the 

battery packs, which showed that there were no fault codes. 

The received vehicles had coolant in their air conditioning systems. The type of coolant 

and quantity was unknown however. Some modifications were made to the vehicles for 

safety reasons. For example, tyres were punctured as well as suspension and dampers 

while pyrotechnics were removed where possible. 

Table 13. Specifications of the tested vehicles. 

Test Type 
Propulsion 

energy 
SOC Cell type Model Year Manufacturer 

1 ICEV Diesel, 44 l - - Full-size van 2011 A 

2 BEV 40 kWh 80 % Pouch, NMC Full-size van 2019 A 

3 BEV 24 kWh 80 % 
Prismatic, 

NMC 
Small family 

car 
2016 B 

 

2.1.2 Test Setup 

In the tests, toxic gas release and soot content as well as heat release rate were to be 

determined from a free burning vehicle. A fire scenario was selected to primarily give a 

worst-case scenario with regards to toxic gas release, which means a scenario where the 

batteries of the electric vehicles are involved and consumed close to when the vehicle 

fire is at peak heat release rate. The fire scenario should also be both realistic as well as 

having a high potential to consume the complete vehicle. The ICEV was set on fire by a 

diesel pool fire located directly underneath its fuel tank. The 44 l of diesel considered 

for the test was split between the fuel tank and the pan underneath. The pan size was 

500 mm x 500 mm. A propane gas burner with a defined output of 30 kW was 
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considered for both EVs and located underneath the battery pack. The burner was 

active for the complete test duration. 

The vehicle that was to be burned, was centred underneath the collector hood, as 

shown in Figure 8. Smoke and gases generated during the test were exhausted through 

a common duct with instrumentation to measure velocity, temperature, smoke release 

rate, gas composition and soot particles.  

The distance to the ground level was about 8 m. This distance was reduced further with 

a collector hood skirt, as this increased the effectiveness of the exhaust system in 

collecting hot gases and combustion products. Considering the height of the vehicles, 

and height of the skirt, there was about 4 m between the collecting area and vehicle. 

The flow rate in the duct system was about 24 m3/s for these tests. This was found to be 

sufficiently high to prevent the collector hood from overflowing, ensuring most 

combustion products ended up in the exhaust duct. 

Jet flames and gas release from the EV battery packs were expected from underneath 

the vehicle and could potentially lead to gases being ejected out of the collector hood’s 

reach. To mitigate this, non-combustible boards were placed around the EV to help 

deflect ejected gases upwards. In addition, a large steel tray (4.7 m × 2.0 m) was 

positioned under the vehicles to collect liquids and to avoid too large pool fire from the 

fuel tank of the ICE vehicle. 

 

 

Figure 8. An overview of the test facility, test setup and measured data. 
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2.1.2.1 Heat Release Rate 

As previous full-scale tests have shown, the peak heat release rate from burning 

passenger cars may be in the range of 2 – 11 MW. The industry calorimeter at RISE in 

Borås, Sweden was thus considered for this purpose as it can measure rate of heat 

release up to at least 15 MW. The large size of the facility, 18 m x 22 m x 19 m, also 

ensured that any enclosure effects, for example increased mass loss rate of fuel, were 

kept to a minimum. 

The industry calorimeter, illustrated in Figure 8, collects combustion products in its 

hood before it is extracted through an exhaust duct. After the products have passed 

through measurement stations in the exhaust duct, they are cleaned by an advanced 

smoke cleaning system.  

The air flow through the exhaust duct were about 24 m3/s (at 20 °C). A set of guide 

vanes and sufficient length of the duct ahead of measurements make the flow laminar. 

Oxygen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide concentration in the combustion gases as 

well as mass flow are measured. Thereby, the heat release rate (HRR) can be calculated. 

In its simplest form, i.e. without corrections for release of CO and CO2 or humidity, this 

may be done as follows: 

𝐻𝑅𝑅 ≈ 𝐸 × ṁ ×
𝑀𝑜2

𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟
× (𝑋𝑂2

0 − 𝑋𝑂2
), 

where 𝐸 is the energy released per unit mass of O2 (often approximated by 13.1 MJ/kg), 

ṁ the mass flow in the exhaust duct in kg/s, 𝑋𝑂2

0 the mole fraction of O2 in the incoming 

air and 𝑋𝑂2
 that for the gas in the exhaust flow. 𝑀𝑜2

 and 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟 are the molecular weight 

for oxygen and air, respectively. For these tests, corrections for CO2 and H2O were 

considered, namely 

𝐻𝑅𝑅 = 𝐸 × �̇� ×
𝑀𝑜2

𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟
× (1 − 𝑋𝐻2𝑂

0 ) ÷ (  
α − 1

𝑋𝑂2

0 +

1 −  
𝑋𝑂2

1 − 𝑋𝐶𝑂2

𝑋𝑂2

0  − 
𝑋𝑂2

(1 − 𝑋𝐶𝑂2

0 )

1 − 𝑋𝐶𝑂2

  ), 

with 𝑋𝐻2𝑂
0 , 𝑋𝐶𝑂2

0  being the mole fraction of H2O and CO2 in the incoming air, and 𝑋𝐶𝑂2
 

the mole fraction of CO2 in the exhaust flow.  

The gas analysis equipment for determining the rate of heat release is located at the 

floor level, as seen in Figure 8. The gas sampling tube is about 30 m long, extending 

from the exhaust duct down to the gas analysers where dried gases are analysed. [71] 
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2.1.2.2 Temperatures 

Type-K thermocouples were positioned at various locations on each vehicle to monitor 

how the fire developed. Figure 9 gives the general positioning of thermocouples placed 

in or on the vehicles. Note that the exact position of thermocouples varied for each 

vehicle due to variations in their layout and design. 

 

Figure 9. Approximate position of thermocouples. 

 

To capture the risk for fire spread to neighbouring objects, or vehicles, temperatures 

were also measured next to the vehicle. This was done with plate-thermometers at a 1 m 

distance from the side of each vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 10, at height 1 m from the 

floor. In addition, one plate-thermometer measured the temperatures on the wall of the 

test hall.  

Plate thermometers are designed to measure adiabatic surface temperature of a steel 

plate. By that, both radiative and convective heat transfer to the surface are considered.  

 

Figure 10. Position of plate-thermometers. 
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2.1.2.3 Gas Analysis 

Gas analysers were installed in close vicinity to the exhaust duct to measure the 

composition of combustion products, as seen in Figure 8. An overview of the 

equipment used, and their purpose is shown in Table 14.  

Table 14. Gases measured and measurement methods. 

Measurement method Compounds measured Chemical formula 

FTIR spectroscopy 

Hydrogen Fluoride HF 

Hydrogen Chloride HCl 

Hydrogen Bromide HBr 

Carbon Dioxide CO2 

Carbon Monoxide CO 

Hydrogen Cyanide HCN 

Sulphur Dioxide SO2 

Nitrogen Dioxide NO2 

Nitric Oxide NO 

Flame Ionization Detector 
(FID)  

Total Hydrocarbons (THCs) - 

Gas washing bottles 

Fluoride F- 

Chloride Cl- 

Bromide Br- 

XAD-2 adsorbent 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 

(PAHs) 
- 

 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used for time resolved gas 

content analysis of the effluents collected. The equipment used was a ThermoFisher 

Antaris FTIR instrument with a 0.2 l heated gas cell and a spectral resolution of 

0.5 cm-1. The sampling for the FTIR was done using a heated ceramic particle filter and 

a 10 m heated PTFE sampling line and a sampling flow rate of 3.5 l/min. The sampling 

equipment and the cell were heated to 180 °C. It is known that HF is subjected to losses 

during sampling, especially in the particle filter. Such losses can be significant in cases 

of a low content of HF in the sampled fire effluents. The filter was changed to a new 

filter before each test and the filter was subsequently analysed for content of fluoride, 

chloride and bromide. 

A Flame Ionization Detector (FID) was used to detect hydrocarbons released by the 

burning vehicles. The instrument used was an Agilent 7890A GC-FID calibrated against 

a known concentration of 9 000 ppm propane. The sampling to the FID was done 

similarly to that of the FTIR, through a separate heated ceramic filter and a heated 

PTFE sampling line, both heated to 180 °C. Gases were extracted at a sampling flow 

rate of 1.0 L/min.  

Sampling of the fire effluents was additionally made using gas-washing bottles for 

determination of water-soluble fluorides, chlorides and bromides. This was made as a 

complement to the FTIR measurement as the gas-washing sampling method is very 

sensitive and losses can be avoided. With this method effluents are drawn through a 

pair of gas-washing bottles containing a carbonate buffer solution and the content are 

subsequently determined by high-pressure ion chromatography (HPIC). The sampling 

was made without using a particle filter and the non-heated sampling line was rinsed 
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after each test with carbonate solution to collect any species retained for subsequent 

analysis.  

XAD®-2 resin adsorbent tubes were used to sample volatile PAHs released by the 

burning vehicles. Sampling was made by continuously drawing a sub-flow of 1.0 L/min 

from the FID sampling line, i.e. the sampled gas was cleaned from soot prior to the 

sampling. The XAD-2 samples were subsequently analysed by extraction with 

dichloromethane and analysed using gas chromatograph with mass specific detector 

(GC-MS). The PAH concentrations were determined using 17 external standards and 

Naphtalene-d8, Chrysene-d12 and Benso(a)pyrene-d12 as internal standards. 

2.1.2.4 Soot Analysis 

Sampling of soot contents in the exhaust duct was performed through isokinetic 

sampling to quartz filters. Sampling was made with a flow rate of 50 L/min and the 

sampled gas flow was divided between two identical filters. One of the filters was 

analysed for metals and water-soluble anions, the other filter was analysed for particle 

associated PAH species as seen in Table 15.  

Table 15. Soot contents and measurement methods. 

Measurement method Substance Chemical formula Type 

Isokinetic gas sampling on filters 
Particulate 

matter 
- Solid 

ICP-MS and ICP-OES 

Aluminum Al Metal 

Cadmium Cd Metal 

Lead Pb Metal 

Cobolt Co Metal 

Chromium Cr Metal 

Copper Cu Metal 

Lithium Li Metal 

Manganese Mn Metal 

Nickel Ni Metal 

Zinc Zn Metal 

Leaching with carbonate buffer and 
IC-analysis 

Fluoride F- Anion 

Chloride Cl- Anion 

Bromide Br- Anion 

Extraction of filter with 
dichloromethane and GC-MS 

analysis 
17 PAH species - Organic 

 

The sampled filters were subsequently stored openly in room temperature to dry until 

constant weight. Drying in elevated temperature (e.g. 105 °C) was avoided to minimise 

losses of particle bound PAH species. 

For analysis of metals, half of a filter was dissolved in nitric acid at 240 °C. The metal 

contents were then determined by Inductively Couples Plasma Mass Spectroscopy 

(ICP-MS) and ICP-Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES). Water-soluble contents 

of fluoride, chloride and bromide was determined by ion chromatography (IC) with a 

conductivity detector after the other half of the filter was leached with carbonate buffer 

(pH 10) at 60 °C for 16 h. 
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The particles from the filter samples for analysis of PAHs were extracted by 

dichloromethane followed by centrifugation, decanting and GC-MS analysis. The PAH 

concentrations were determined using 17 external standards and Naphtalene-d8, 

Chrysene-d12 and Benso(a)pyrene-d12 as internal standards. 

2.1.2.5 Ash Analysis 

Ash samples were taken from the burnt vehicles after each test and investigated to 

identify water soluble anions (F-, Cl-, Br-). The ash samples were mortared and leached 

with a carbonate buffer (pH 10) at 60 °C for 16 h (0.5 g ash in 50 ml buffer). The water-

soluble contents of fluoride, chloride, and bromide were determined by ion 

chromatography (IC) with a conductivity detector. 

2.1.3 Test Results 

Results obtained are presented in this section as well as in Appendix B, where time-

resolved graphs of heat release rate (both total and convective), temperature 

measurements, FTIR measurements and FID measurements are found.  

The test procedure was the same for all tests, with ignition of the external fire at 

t = 5 min. Tests were aborted when the measured heat release rate became less than 

100 kW, which was after around 90 minutes in all three tests. Visual observations 

regarding the fuel tank and batteries are summarized in Table 16. 

Table 16. Observations made during the tests with regard to the fuel tank and batteries. 

ICEV A BEV A BEV B 

5:00 External fire ignition 5:00 External fire ignition 5:00 External fire ignition 

9:44 Fuel tank rupture 24-27 
Continuous and 

intense gas release 
from underneath 

27-
32:30 

Battery venting and 
popping (most 

intense) 

16-18 
Diesel pool fire 

almost gone 
30:30 

Gas release from 
underneath almost 

gone 
44-47 

Gas release from 
underneath almost 

gone 

 

2.1.3.1 Heat Release 

The heat release rates measured by oxygen consumption calorimetry (as described in 

section 2.1.2.1) for all three tests are presented in Figure 11. As seen, after the fuel tank 

ruptured for ICEV A there was much faster fire development compared to the BEVs. 

The subsequent diesel pool fire burned out before fire development of the engine and 

passenger compartments reached its maximum why a higher peak heat release rate was 

achieved by BEV A where battery ventilation and maximum fire development happened 

at approximately the same time. In addition, the heat release rate from the diesel pool 

fire might as well have been higher in case no barriers had limited the outflow on the 

ground potentially resulting in a larger pool area.  

The difference in battery configuration and especially cell type between BEV A and 

BEV B is causing a large difference in the heat release rate curves. When the pouch cells 

in BEV A started to ventilate, very large amounts of gas were released in relatively short 

time as seen from the observations presented in Table 16. This contributed significantly 

to the high peak heat release rate from BEV A. In comparison, the prismatic cells in 
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BEV B started to ventilate later and continued release gas for a longer time. The gas 

release was irregular with a slower thermal runaway propagation between cells, 

resulting in a less apparent contribution to the overall heat release rate as seen in the 

graph. 

 

Figure 11. Heat release rate (oxygen consumption calorimetry) for the three vehicles. 

 

The total heat release, mass loss and effective heat of combustion are presented in 

Table 17 below. As seen, the THR and mass loss is much greater for the family car 

compared to the vans which is expected due to the much larger amounts of combustible 

material available, primarily in the passenger compartment. The mass loss from the 

two vans are almost the same, however, in percentage terms significantly less for the 

battery vehicle since the original weight is higher, which is general truth for a battery 

driveline compared to combustion engine driveline due to the battery weight. The 

diesel van has a higher total heat release resulting in more effective heat of combustion 

compared to the battery van as seen in the table. Contribution from the gas burner used 

to initiate the fire for the BEVs are excluded in presented values. 

Table 17. Heat release and mass loss data from vehicle tests. 

 ICEV A BEV A BEV B 

Total heat release (THR), [GJ] 5.9 5.2 6.7 

Mass loss, [kg] 252 247 400 

Mass loss, [%] 19.0 15.6 25.6 

Effective heat of combustion, [MJ/kg] 23 21 17 
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2.1.3.2 Gas Production 

Time resolved graphs of FTIR and FID measurement data are found in Appendix B. 

Table 18 below shows total amounts from these measurements as well as PAH from 

separate gas sampling (PAHs are discussed further in section 2.1.3.4). In addition to 

total amounts, presented in parentheses are amounts normalized to the mass loss from 

the vehicle. 

HF, HCl and HBr values in Table 18 include content of sampling filters, which were 

analysed for content of water soluble fluorides, chlorides and bromides. HF for ICEV A 

and HBr for all three vehicles were not detected by the FTIR but only from the filters. 

Total amounts of HCN for ICEV A and BEV A are not presented since the maximum 

levels did not reach up to defined detection limit, but, looking at the graphs in 

Appendix B one can see that some HCN is produced also for these vehicles.  

Table 18. Gas compounds measured from the exhaust duct. 

Gas measurements  ICEV A BEV A BEV B 

CO2, [kg] / [g/lost g] 344 / (1.4) 335 / (1.4) 438 / (1.1) 

CO, [g] / [mg/lost g] 6 420 / (25.5) 7 790 / (31.5) 9 510 / (23.8) 

THC, [g] / [mg/lost g] 2 370 / (9.4) 3 130 / (12.7) 2750 / (6.9) 

HF, [g] / [mg/lost g] 11 / (0.04) 573 / (2.3) 859 / (2.1) 

HCl, [g] / [mg/lost g] 1100 / (4.4) 1590 / (6.4) 1800 / (4.5) 

HBr, [g] / [mg/lost g] 18 / (0.1) 115 / (0.5) 88 / (0.2) 

HCN, [g] / [mg/lost g] - - 155 / (0.4) 

SO2, [g] / [mg/lost g] 479 / (1.9) 575 / (2.3) 645 / (1.6) 

NO, [g] / [mg/lost g] 452 / (1.8) 371 / (1.5) 617 / (1.5) 

NO2, [g] / [mg/lost g] 44 / (0.2) 25 / (0.1) 76 / (0.2) 

PAH, [g] / [mg/lost g] 112 / (0.4) 29 / (0.1) 334 / (0.8) 

 

For presented gases, HF constitutes (in percentage) the largest difference between the 

ICEV and the BEVs. The HF graphs in Appendix B show for the BEVs an initial peak of 

HF production before battery ventilation probably due to combustion of the gas from 

the air conditioning system. No such HF production is however seen from ICEV A, 

despite that pressure of the AC-system was checked before tests. Both AC-gases 

expected from these vehicles (R134a and R1234yf) contain almost the same amount of 

fluorine. By integration of the second HF peak for the BEVs an estimated contribution 

from the batteries from these tests are 450 g and 610 g for BEV A and BEV B, 

respectively.  

Good correlation in all three tests between FTIR measurements of CO2 and NDIR 

measurements of CO2 used for HRR calculations can be taken as a verification of the 

validity of the FTIR measurements. In addition, Figure 12 shows total amounts of HF, 

HCl and HBr measured by the FTIR (including analysis of sampling filters) compared 

with total amounts of fluoride, chloride and bromide captured by the gas washing 

bottles, recalculated to HF, HCl and HBr. This also correlates well between the tests, 

and it is expected that the gas-washing bottle values would most often be higher, as 

these possibly contain other water soluble fluorides, chlorides and bromides in addition 

to HF, HCl and HBr. 
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Figure 12. Total amounts of anions (HF/HCl/HBr equivalents) sampled by the washing bottles 
(impingers) and compared with total amounts measured by the FTIR. 

 

2.1.3.3 Soot and Ash Content 

Estimated total amounts of soot particles in the smoke exhaust are presented in Table 

19. These figures are upscaled with the sampling factor between the filter sampling rate 

and the flow rate of the exhaust duct. Analysed content on the particles are presented 

as a proportion of the total particle weight. Also, analysis of the ash samples from the 

burnt vehicles is presented in the same table. As can be seen, the proportion of chloride 

is similar in the ash samples as on the soot particles while the proportion of fluoride 

and bromide are much higher on the soot particles.  

Table 19. Soot particles and substances on these particles measured from the exhaust duct, and 
ash analysis from the burnt vehicles. Results expressed as weight of substances per total weight of 
particles. 

Soot ICEV A BEV A BEV B 

Particles Dry, [kg] 9.0 10.7 17.0 

Metals 

Lithium, [mg/g] 0.03 12 3.2 

Aluminum, [mg/g] 0.5 8.5 1.5 

Cadmium, [mg/g] 0.003 0.004 0.002 

Cobalt, [mg/g] 0.003 24 12 

Chromium, [mg/g] 0.03 0.07 0.01 

Copper, [mg/g] 0.9 1.4 0.9 

Manganese, [mg/g] 0.1 26 9.3 

Nickel, [mg/g] 0.03 45 12 

Lead, [mg/g] 2.0 0.4 0.2 

Zinc, [mg/g] 22 27 20 

Anions 

Fluoride, [mg/g] 0.2 18 4.3 

Chloride, [mg/g] 26 17 18 

Bromide, [mg/g] 2.3 16 8.3 

Organic compounds PAH, [mg/g] 1.0 0.03 0.5 

Ash ICEV A BEV A BEV B 

Anions 

Fluoride, [mg/g] 0.02 0.2 0.1 

Chloride, [mg/g] 31 62 16 

Bromide, [mg/g] 0.4 0.07 0.5 
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Total amounts of metals and anions from the tests are visualised in Figure 13. Total 

amounts of PAHs are visualised and discussed in the next section, 2.1.3.4.  The metal 

content on soot particles are dramatically higher for the BEVs compared to the ICEV as 

seen in Figure 13, particularly for metal elements typically found in Li-ion batteries: 

nickel, cobalt, manganese, aluminum, lithium and copper. In addition, there is also a 

significant difference between the ICEV and the BEVs for both fluoride and bromide, 

similar as for the gas measurements (Figure 12) but relatively higher amounts of 

bromide on the soot particles.  

 

 

Figure 13. Total amounts of metals and anions on soot particles. 

 

2.1.3.4 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons  

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are organic compounds of two or more 

joined aromatic rings. The toxicity of PAHs involves a range of non-cancer and cancer 

effects, and the toxicity of individual PAHs varies considerably. The tendency for fuels 

to form PAHs in combustion varies depending on the fuel. The greatest yields are 

obtained from aromatic fuels followed by cyclic aliphatics, olefins and paraffins, in 

decreasing order of magnitude. PAHs are present in air in the gaseous phase or 

adsorbed onto particles. PAHs having two to three aromatic rings are present in air 

predominantly in the vapour phase. PAHs with four aromatic rings are both present in 

the vapour and particulate phase, and PAHs having five or more aromatic rings are 

found predominantly in the particle phase [72]. 
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The results of the gas analysis are shown in Figure 14 and the results of the soot 

analysis are shown in Figure 15. In both cases are the individual PAHs given in order of 

increasing size of molecular mass and the results are expressed as the total amounts of 

PAHs produced in the tests. 

 

Figure 14. Total amounts of PAHs from gas sampling. In total 112 g, 29 g and 334 g for ICEV A, 
BEV A and BEV B, respectively. 

 

Figure 15. Total amounts of PAHs on soot particles. In total 9.3 g, 0.3 g and 8.2 g for ICEV A, BEV A 
and BEV B, respectively. 
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The results of the gas analysis show that only PAHs with a molecular mass up to 

chrysene were found. This is an expected result as the sampled gas was filtered from 

particles and chrysene is the heaviest of the four-ring PAHs. Larger PAHs would have 

been associated with the particles that were separated out with the filter. The PAH 

found in absolute largest amounts is naphthalene and that found in secondly largest 

amounts was phenanthrene, both species with a relatively low toxicity. This is a 

common distribution of PAH species seen in earlier fire tests with different products 

[73]. 

In the results of the soot analysis one should put less focus on the low molecular mass 

PAHs which principally occur in the gas phase and focus on the heavier species which 

only occurs in the condensed phase associated with particles. Here one can observe that 

benso(a)pyrene was found in similar amounts in the three tests. The absolute amounts 

produced are low, however the toxicity of benso(a)pyrene is 1000 times higher 

compared to naphthalene which has the lowest toxicity. 

A general trend is that the amounts and species distribution is similar for the ICEV A 

and the BEV B, both from the gas analysis and the analysis of the soot particles. 

2.2 Battery Fire Tests 

The purpose with the battery fire tests were to compare heat release and gas emissions 

from small-, medium- and large-scale tests with the same type of battery to analyse the 

scalability of the measured quantities.  

2.2.1 Test Objects 

A battery pack from a plug-in hybrid electric SUV from 2014 was used for the tests. 

Three out of ten battery modules were removed from the battery pack before the large-

scale test with the remaining of the battery pack. The three modules were used both for 

cell-level tests and for module-level tests. In this way all tests were performed not only 

with the same type of battery but with battery cells produced for the same battery pack 

sharing the same history since then. The prismatic battery cell has a capacity rating of 

40 Ah. The tests performed are summarized in Table 20. The open circuit voltage was 

measured at the day of testing and the corresponding estimated state of charge is about 

80% for all tests. 

Table 20. Specification of the battery tests. 

Test Type 
Energy 

capacity 
Cell type Open circuit voltage 

Size of 
external fire 

1 Pack 8.4 kWh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 
31.33-31.57 V 

(modules) 
150 kW 

2 Module 1.2 kWh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 31.30 V 30 kW 

3 Module 1.2 kWh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 31.31 V 30 kW 

4 2 Cells 300 Wh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 3.913 V, 3.913 V 15 kW 

5 2 Cells 300 Wh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 3.912 V, 3.913 V 15 kW 

6 1 Cell 150 Wh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 3.912 V 15 kW 

7 1 Cell 150 Wh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 3.913 V 15 kW 

8 1 Cell 150 Wh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 3.913 V 15 kW 

9 1 Cell 150 Wh Prismatic, LMO-NMC 3.914 V 15 kW 
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2.2.2 Test Setup 

In the tests, toxic gas release and heat release rate were to be determined from burning 

batteries to analyse the scalability of measured quantities. An external fire from below 

was considered to burn the batteries. A gas burner with a defined output depending on 

the test scale was used, meaning that heat generated from the external fire could be 

deducted from results. Size of external fire is seen in Table 20. The burner was active 

for the complete test duration. 

The battery pack test was conducted with same test setup as for the full-scale vehicle 

tests, see Figure 16, with the same measurements setup as described before 

(chapter 2.1.2). The battery pack was placed on top of a steel net grating centred 

underneath the collector hood with the gas burner below, as shown in Figure 16. The 

gas burner consists of a steel container filled with gravel. The gravel ensures that the 

supplied gas is distributed over the 10×40 cm2 cross-sectional area. The flow rate in the 

duct system was about 12 m3/s, half of that for the vehicle tests. 

 

 

Figure 16. Test setup considered for the automotive battery pack 

 

Module- and cell-level tests were conducted in a medium-scale test setup, as seen in 

Figure 17. The principles are the same, with a collector hood and an exhaust duct with 

measurements instrumentation. The batteries were placed on top of a steel net grating 

centred underneath the collector hood with the gas burner below. A smaller gas burner 

was used compared with the battery pack test with a cross-sectional area of 17×17 cm2. 

The batteries were placed standing up, with the cell safety vent pointing upward in the 

direction of the collector hood. In the cell-level tests the cell(s) was fastened in between 

two brackets to avoid movement in response to the fire. 

The flow rate in the duct system was about 0.3 m3/s for the single cell tests and 

1.0 m3/s for the double cell and module tests. A set of guide vanes and sufficient length 
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of the duct ahead of measurements make the flow laminar. Oxygen, carbon monoxide 

and carbon dioxide concentration as well as mass flow in the combustion gases are 

measured to calculate heat release rate as also described in more details in 

section 2.1.2.1. The gas sampling tube in the medium-scale test setup is about 10 m 

long. 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used for time resolved gas 

content analysis of the effluents collected. The equipment used was a ThermoFisher 

Antaris FTIR instrument with a 0.2 l heated gas cell and a spectral resolution of 

0.5 cm-1. The sampling for the FTIR was done using a heated ceramic particle filter and 

a 10 m heated PTFE sampling line and a sampling flow rate of 3.5 l/min.  The sampling 

equipment and the cell were heated to 180 °C. It is known that HF is subjected to losses 

during sampling, especially in the particle filter. Such losses can be significant in cases 

of a low content of HF in the sampled fire effluents. The filter was changed to a new 

filter before each test and the filter was subsequently analysed for content of fluoride, 

chloride and bromide. 

Sampling of the fire effluents was additionally made using gas-washing bottles for 

determination of water-soluble fluorides, chlorides and bromides. This was made as a 

complement to the FTIR measurement as the gas-washing sampling method is very 

sensitive and losses can be avoided. With this method effluents are drawn through a 

pair of gas-washing bottles containing a carbonate buffer solution and the content are 

subsequently determined by high-pressure ion chromatography (HPIC). 

 

 

Figure 17. Test setup considered for the cell and module level tests 
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2.2.3 Test Results 

Results obtained are presented in this section as well as in Appendix C, where time-

resolved graphs of heat release rate and FTIR measurements are found.  

The test procedure was the same for all tests, with ignition of the external fire at 

t = 2 min. It took about 10 s from the start of the burner until the propane gas reached 

the burner and flames were visible. Tests were aborted when no more contribution 

from the battery was noted for the total heat release rate. 

2.2.3.1 Heat Release 

One heat release rate curve for each tested battery-level are presented in Figure 18. The 

peak heat release rate is not linearly proportional to the electrical energy, but rather 

that more electrical energy result in a longer heat release period. This is expected since 

all battery cells are not expected to ventilate and going into thermal runaway at the 

same time, even though the external fire surrounds the complete battery. Contribution 

from the gas burner to the heat release rate measured are excluded in presented HRR 

curves.  

 

Figure 18. One heat release rate curve for each battery-level tested. 

 

Comparing the HRR curve for the battery pack with the HF curve presented in 

Appendix C, including visual observations, the conclusion is that the battery cells starts 

to ventilate at around 10 min, and the initial HRR is mainly from the plastic upper part 

of the battery pack shell. Despite contribution from module and pack shell the total 

heat release is linearly proportional to the nominal electrical energy, as seen in Figure 

19. The black trendline is the one from the literature study (Figure 7) which fits very 

well. 
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Figure 19. Total heat release from battery tests. Trendline is from literature study (Figure 7) 

 

2.2.3.2 Gas Production 

Time resolved graphs of FTIR measurement data are found in Appendix C. Table 21 

below shows total amounts from these measurements as well as THC and PAH for the 

battery pack. Instrumentation for THC and PAH analysis were not used in the cell and 

module level test setup.  

HF, HCl and HBr values in Table 21 include content of sampling filters, which were 

analysed for content of water soluble fluorides, chlorides and bromides. Neither HCl 

nor HBr were above detection limit for the FTIR in the pack and cell level tests, and 

presented values are only from the filters, where detectable. SO2 and NO were above 

detection limit only in the module scale tests where air flow in the exhaust duct were 

much lower compared to the battery pack test and produced amounts higher compared 

to cell level tests. Note that total amounts of CO and CO2 in Table 21 exclude estimated 

contribution from the gas burner, while FTIR graphs in Appendix C include the gas 

burner. 

Table 21. Gas compounds measured in the battery tests. Instrumentation for THC and PAH 
analysis were not used in the cell and module level test setup.  

Gas 
measurements  

Pack Module Module 2 cells 2 cells 1 cell 1 cell 1 cell 1 cell 

CO2, [kg] 34 4.7 3.9 0.93 0.91 0.44 0.41 0.44 0.43 

CO, [g] 250 14 7.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 

HF, [g] 244 50 42 11 9.1 3.5 4.0 4.8 5.1 

HCl, [g] 111 1.9 2.0 - - - - - - 

HBr, [g] 4.8 0.07 - - - - - - - 

SO2, [g] - 18 22 - - - - - - 

NO, [g] - 2.2 1.1 - - - - - - 

THC, [g] 298 
 

PAH, [g] 8.8 
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Figure 20 shows total amounts of HF, HCl and HBr measured by the FTIR (including 

analysis of sampling filters) compared with total amounts of fluoride, chloride and 

bromide captured by the gas washing bottles, recalculated to HF, HCl and HBr. HBr 

was only detected in filters and not by the FTIR and for HCl this is also true for the 

battery pack as mentioned earlier. The two measurement methods correlate well, 

especially for HF since it is expected that the gas-washing bottle values would be 

somewhat higher, as these possibly contain e.g. other water-soluble fluorides in 

addition to HF.  

The production of hydrogen fluoride was found to be linearly proportional to the 

nominal electrical energy in these tests, as seen in Figure 21. Also, production of CO2 is 

linear, while production of CO is not.  

 

 

Figure 20. Total amounts of anions (HF/HCl/HBr equivalents) sampled by the washing bottles 
(impingers) and compared with total amounts measured by the FTIR in the battery tests. 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Total HF production from the battery tests together with linear trendline. 
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2.3 Comparison with Previous Tests 

The test results presented above are here put into the context of the literature study 

presented in Part 1 of the report. Several figures and data are repeated from the 

literature study but merged with data from the conducted tests. 

Figure 22 shows the total heat release, peak heat release rate and average effective heat 

of combustion from full-scale vehicle tests, as previous presented in Figure 4, together 

with the test results from current study (E-TOX). The test results obtained are in 

consistency with previous data and are close to average for all data. As seen, one of the 

BEVs burned in this project resulted in the highest peak heat release rate measured for 

EVs which is not surprising since a fire scenario was chosen where the batteries of the 

electric vehicles were expected to be involved close to when the vehicle fire was at peak 

heat release rate. The battery configuration with pouch cells contributed to the high 

peak for one of the BEVs. 

Similar merge is presented in Figure 23 between Figure 5 and measured gas production 

from current tests. Total quantity of different gases measured in current study are all in 

the lower part or below quantities from previous tests, especially for NOx, HF and HCl. 

Differences between ICEVs and BEVs are however similar, with the largest difference 

for HF. For HCl one can see that there was higher quantities for the BEVs in current 

study, however, in previous comparative study [19] it was the opposite with lower 

quantities for the BEVs compared to ICEVs. 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 are merged with battery test results from current project and 

repeated in Figure 24 and Figure 25. The obtained test results from current study 

corresponds well to previous data and to presented trendlines, especially the linear 

trendline for total heat release. The peak heat release rates obtained in current tests 

show an even more declining trend compared to corresponding trendline from the 

literature study, but, as discussed then, this data is also more scattered compared to the 

total heat release data. 
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Figure 22. Total heat release, peak heat release rate and average effective heat of combustion 
from full-scale vehicle tests, repeated from Figure 4 and merged with E-TOX results. 
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Figure 23. Total quantity of emitted gas from full-scale vehicle tests, repeated from Figure 5 and 
merged with E-TOX results. 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Peak heat release rate data plotted with respect to the electrical energy of the test 
objects (only 80-100 % SOC), repeated from Figure 6 and merged with E-TOX battery tests data. 
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Figure 25. Total heat release data plotted with respect to the nominal electrical energy of the test 
objects, repeated from Figure 7 and merged with E-TOX battery tests data.  

 

In Table 7 a list of substances was presented which, based on the analysis in the 

literature study, are substances that might be of greatest concern. It was based on 

comparison with listed health exposure limits and assumed linear extrapolation for 

battery measurements. This list of substances are repeated in Table 22 and Table 23 

below with the addition of nickel, since nickel was measured in higher levels compared 

to e.g. cobalt in current tests and also have a lower IDLH value. Marked with red 

background in the tables are, for each substance, the maximum concentrations 

calculated from the different studies included in the comparison.  

Table 22 show calculated concentrations for a reference volume of 1000 m3 based on 

measurements from three studies with full-scale vehicle tests, including results from 

current project (E-TOX), as well as two different health exposure limits focusing on 

short term effects that may threaten the ability to escape. Results from current study 

corresponds well to previous data and show no extreme values. As mentioned in 

section 2.1.3.3 the metal content on soot particles are much higher for the BEVs 

compared to the ICEV which is seen by the large interval for the metals in Table 22. 

Metal content have not been previously reported from full-scale EV tests, but 

comparing with battery tests [47], see Table 23, the total quantities are not extremely 

high. 

Table 23 show calculated concentrations for a 20 kWh battery in a reference volume of 

1000 m3 based on linear extrapolation from several battery test studies, including 

measurements from battery tests in current project (E-TOX). Results from current 

study corresponds well to previous data and show no extreme values except that the 

metal content on particles was unexpectedly low from the battery pack when compared 

to the vehicle tests (listed metals originate mainly from the battery pack also for the 

complete vehicle tests as discussed in 2.1.3.3).  

In both tables when total amounts (g) are recalculated to ppm-values in the reference 

volume the following formula is used, which is true for 20 °C and 101.3 kPa: 

[𝑝𝑝𝑚] =  
24.1 [𝑙/𝑚𝑜𝑙]

𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 [𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙]
× [𝑚𝑔/𝑚3] 
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Table 22. Calculated concentrations for certain substances from vehicle measurements, 
considering total emitted amounts in a reference volume of 1000 m3, as well as listed health 
exposure limits.  

Vehicle tests RISE [28] INERIS [19] E-TOX IDLH AEGL-2 

CO (ppm) 5900 9000-13500 5500-8200 1200 420 

HF (ppm) - 750-1850 10-1000 30 95 

HCl (ppm) 950 1300-1400 750-1200 50 100 

SO2 (ppm) 200 300 [23] 180-240 100 0.75 

NO2 (ppm) Below det. limit 100-200 10-40 13 20 

Co (mg/m3) 0.03 - 0.02-250 20 - 

Li (mg/m3) - - 0.3-130 0.5* - 

Ni (mg/m3) 0.3 - 0.2-470 10 - 

PAH (mg/m3) 120 - 30-330 - - 

*Lithium hydride 

 

Table 23. Calculated concentrations for certain substances from a 20 kWh battery, extrapolated 
from separate battery measurements, considering total emitted amounts in a reference volume of 
1000 m3. 

20 kWh battery RISE [31] 
Mellert et 

al. [47] 
Sturk et al. 

[40] 
DNV-GL  

[48] 
Ribière et 

al. [29] E-TOX 

CO (ppm) - 300-800 - 1300-4950 150-2600 300-1200 

HF (ppm) 300-4800 <20 150-400 15-640 850-1550 580-1030 

HCl (ppm) - - - 30-1250 30 0-180 

SO2 (ppm) - - - - 20-140 0-140 

NO2 (ppm) - <3 - 230-1700 - - 

Co (mg/m3) - 1700-2700 - - - 5 

Li (mg/m3) - 380-580 - - - 5 

Ni (mg/m3) - - - - - 5 

PAH (mg/m3) - - - - - 20 

 

Hydrogen fluoride (HF) is of certain interest both due to its characteristics and that it 

constitutes one of the largest differences between electric vehicles (EVs) and 

conventional vehicles (ICEVs). Figure 26 summarize and visualize data from vehicle 

tests together with some interesting trendlines. The circular blue dots and 

corresponding black trendline is from the battery tests in current study, showed in 

Figure 21. The green and red lines are based on the lowest and highest amount of HF 

measured in previous battery cell tests at RISE [31] (the interval is presented in Table 

23 and corresponds to 12-200 mg/Wh). The square dots are from full-scale vehicle 

tests, blue dots from current study (E-TOX) and yellow dots from previous study [19]. 

Light square dots are the actual measurements while dark square dots are estimated 

contribution from the battery packs. For the E-TOX tests this estimation was explained 

in 2.1.3.2, while for the INERIS tests the estimation is the difference between total 

amounts from the BEVs and corresponding ICEVs. As seen, the full-scale tests on EVs 

with toxic gas measurements are all in the lower part of potentially expected HF 

quantity. We know that on battery cell level the variation is large, and based only on 

four tests with different vehicles (and different batteries) one should be careful with 

conclusions. However, as discussed in 1.3.1.5, HF readily reacts upon contact with most 

materials and “wall losses” can be significant. The difference between a pool fire with 

battery electrolyte and when the electrolyte is within a battery casing is large [29] and 
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this could also potentially explain more losses when the battery is placed within a 

vehicle. 

 

Figure 26. Total amounts of HF from EV fire tests as well as battery tests with corresponding 
trendlines. 

3  
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PART 3 – Simulations 

3.1 Modelling Overview and Philosophy 

As with the lack of a broad base of experimental data for how fires develop in electric 

vehicles, see discussion in Part 1 of this report, there has been very little work done in 

considering how these fires may change the development of untenable conditions 

within a space. The work that has been done, largely by INERIS in France, considers 

single fires in very simple geometries (a 1D tunnel [74] or centrally under a single roof 

[75]) and provide limited consideration to tenability. The studies previously conducted 

also only consider very simplified tenability levels; temperature and CO, as a proxy for 

all toxic gases, or solely hydrogen fluoride levels, but there is no consideration of how 

various products may combine to affect an individual as described by fractional 

effective dose and concentration models.  

Although there are similarities between fires in car parks and tunnels there are some 

particularities with car park fires. Car parks usually have substantially different length 

to width aspect ratio compared to tunnels, allowing for backlayering (allowing smoke to 

travel upward the direction of the ventilation flow) and possibly extraction ventilation 

system. Thus, common formulas used for tunnels fires have limited applicability for car 

park fires [76]. Furthermore, due to the complex flow fields that may arise as result of 

the combined natural and forced ventilation in car parks two zone models may also 

yield less useful results. However, based on hundreds of CFD simulations by Deckers et 

al. [76, 77] it was concluded that computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a valuable tool 

in designing and understanding tenability criteria in car parks.  

Fires in car parks have been extensively investigated using numerical models in the 

past, with a number of studies with fires in cars with internal combustion engines 

(ICEs) being undertaken [76] [77] [78], however limited work has been done with 

simulations investigating how EVs may alter conditions. 

The simulation work conducted as part of this project, and described within this part of 

the report looks to expand beyond the modelling undertaken previously by; 

• Considering more complex geometries and ventilation and how these could 

impact the distribution of toxic gases. 

• Consider fire spread to a second adjacent car. 

• Consider how different toxic species may combine to decrease the duration of 

tenable conditions in a fire. 

The objective with the simulation and modelling efforts is to assess risks attributed to 

spreading of toxic gases in confined spaces with limited natural or mechanical 

ventilation such as garages. Given the nature of the problem being studied, a fire 

starting in an electric vehicle within a garage, there is a very large range of variables 

which could have an impact on the fire growth and spread of smoke and combustion 

products throughout the space. The garage itself may vary from a small space for only a 

handful of cars, to a multi-storey space for dozens, if not more, vehicles. It could be a 

simple rectangular space, or a space with a large number of different angles and 

internal walls which will all affect smoke movement. The garage may be above ground 
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with large openings to the outside providing natural ventilation, an underground space 

with limited natural ventilation, or a space with a dedicated mechanical extract system. 

Likewise, the fire itself could vary significantly depending upon the exact situation. 

Different vehicles will have fires which grow at different rates and give off different 

amounts of different species. The fire is also affected by the number of other vehicles in 

close proximity to the initial fire source, and how and when these will ignite (if indeed 

they do so, which itself is a process dependant on a large number of variables). Note 

that the fire growth, and thus the emission of toxic substances, in the vehicle is also 

dependent on the availability of oxygen provided by the ventilation conditions.  

It is not therefore possible to conduct detailed simulations covering this full range of 

scenarios, and so the set of simulations must be limited in a way which is reasonable. 

Scenarios which can be considered a reasonable “worst case” should therefore be 

prioritised1, yet cover as many variations as possible while being computationally 

feasible.  

To choose a base geometry for the simulations the following considerations were made: 

• The smaller the garage, the less volume there is for mixing of combustion 

products with air, and therefore higher concentrations should be expected. 

• The smaller the garage, the easier it is for the fire service to vent upon arrival, 

and for very small garages it may be possible to fight a fire from outside the 

garage. 

• Very large garages provide a large volume for the mixing, and therefore diluting, 

of combustion gases with air, and therefore lower concentrations should be 

expected. 

• Larger garages are also more likely to either be provided with large areas of 

natural ventilation, or provided with dedicated smoke extraction systems, which 

would also reduce the likelihood of high concentrations of combustion products 

within the garage. 

• The minimum requirement for natural ventilation to an underground garage in 

Sweden is an opening of 0.5% of the floor area  [79] which can wholly or in part 

be made from the garage entrance door. There are no additional requirements 

on where this ventilation must be placed. 

On the basis of the above, it was concluded that a reasonable “worst case” scenario 

would be a garage on the upper limit in area of what can be allowed with natural 

ventilation primarily by an open garage door. This means that the ventilation remains 

limited while the space is too large for fires to be often fought from outside or to easily 

ventilate by the fire service upon arrival. 

The simulations for this study were modelled with Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) [80] 

(Version 6.7.0). FDS is a ‘large eddy’ based fluid dynamics simulator and has been 

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for the study 

 
1 Note: While the intention at the outset of the modelling process was to cover a wider range of 
scenarios than described in this report, the speed of runs of these models was even more 
limiting than originally expected. 
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of the movement and behaviour of fire and smoke in 3D spaces. To assist with the 

modelling the PyroSim FDS interface by Thunderhead Engineering2 has been used.  

 

3.2 Model Definition 

3.2.1 Geometry 

The model geometry can be seen in Figure 27 below. A total area of 1750m2 has been 

chosen to meet the criteria described previously (an area of significant volume to limit 

the ease of ventilating the space manually, but where the minimum ventilation 

requirement can be primarily met via the garage door). The geometry has been 

designed to represent a “generic” garage layout with a simple shape. Some cut-outs and 

extensions have been added to provide insight into how geometry might create pools of 

high concentrations and shadowed areas with low concentrations of fire products. The 

geometry has been kept rectilinear to match the limitations of FDS meshes (cuboid cells 

only) and avoid the creation of “sawtooth” geometry within the models. The garage has 

been assumed to have a ceiling height of 3m.  

The ventilation is provided primarily by a door of 2.5 m x 2.6 m with the additional area 

required provided by a permanently open vent adjacent to the door, as shown in Figure 

28. In addition, a small amount of leakage has been added to the models to prevent 

pressure build up causing numerical instabilities. 

 

Figure 27. Plan view of the garage geometry 

 

 

 
2 www.thunderheadeng.com/pyrosim 
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Figure 28. Ventilation provision (dimensions in mm) 

 

Within the models, all surfaces have been assumed to be concrete with a specific heat 

capacity of 1.04 kJ/kgK, a conductivity of 1.8 W/mK and a density of 2280 kg/m3. This 

is the concrete material built into PyroSim and is based on experimental data by NIST 

[81]. 

No external wind or pressure conditions are applied to the model. 

3.2.2 Fire Definition 

Upon reviewing the data from the experimental series described in Part 2, it has been 

concluded that Test 3 is likely to give the “worst case” scenario due to the highest rate of 

output of the toxic gases, in particular HF. Test 3 has therefore been used as the basis 

for the fire, both in terms of heat release rate (HRR) and species emission. Note that, 

there is very little previous information on toxic emissions from EV fires and here only 

two more tests are shown thus from this point of view a “worst case” scenario is used. 

The toxic emissions are dependent on the fire growth, cell chemistry as well as other 

parameters which may yield different levels of toxic emissions. The HRR time-history 

curve from the test can be seen in Figure 29. The gaseous species defined within the 

model are, carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen fluoride (HF), hydrogen chloride (HCl), 

sulphur dioxide (SO2), hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and nitrogen oxide (NO) which are the 

key compounds for analysing the toxicity of the smoke which were measured at 

significant amounts in the test. Carbon dioxide is also important to consider, however 

this is generated by FDS via the combustion model and the results from this will be 

used in the analysis. The species production rates can be seen in Figure 30. 
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Figure 29. Heat Release Rate 

 

   

   

Figure 30. Gaseous species emission rates 

In addition to the gaseous species the metals cobalt, nickel and zinc were also tracked 

in the model. Time-histories of their emission was not recorded during the test, only 

the total emitted, and therefore a time-history had to be assumed. Nickel and Cobalt 

are closely linked to the battery (limited mass was release in the non-electric car test) 

and so has been assumed to follow the same release curve as HF, with the initial peak 

removed, as this is primarily released during the battery fire. Zinc was released across 

all tests, and so have been assumed to follow the CO curve (which closely follows the 

HRR), see Figure 31. In all cases, these curves have been scaled to produce the total 

mass as measured in the experiments. It should also be noted that the metals measured 

are particle associated metals, and were therefore bonded to soot particles for 

transport. This method of transportation is not replicated within the FDS model and so 

this adds an additional layer of uncertainty to the metal movement. 
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Figure 31. Fractional release rate time-history for metals 

The burning surface of the fire has been specified as a 3 m2 rectangle at 1 m above floor 

level, i.e. representing the level of the bonnet of a car. Note that in FDS both the HRR 

time-history and mass release rate curves are applied as curves with a maximum of 1 

and an independent multiplier for the maximum value reached per m2 (e.g.  1666 

kW/m2 for the HRR as a 3 m2 burning surface is used or for HF a maximum rate of 

0.0003 kg/s/m2). Additionally, the first 5 minutes of each of the experimental data was 

recorded prior to the ignition of the fire and has been removed for the purposes of 

modelling. 

3.2.3 Sampling Locations 

Two types of sampling are utilised for extracting results from the models, point samples 

for recording the parts per million (ppm) of the gaseous species and metals, and 2D 

slices which provide a graphical representation of the volume fraction of the species 

and temperatures in a plane. Point samples have been taken at 4 locations, as 

illustrated in Figure 32, with the following XY coordinates3: 

1. X = 63.4 m, Y = 26.6 m, 

2. X = 13.6 m, Y =6 m, 

3. X = 11.2 m, Y = 33.2 m, 

4. X = 48.8 m, Y = 2.8 m 

At each location point samples are taken at 7 different heights. These are every 0.3 m 

from 0.3 m above the floor to 2.1 m. Slices are also taken at 4 different locations, at X-

coordinates of 15 m and 45 m, and Y-coordinates of 5 m and 26 m. 

 
3 The origin is the lower left corner of the garage as illustrated, i.e. the furthest corner from the 
garage door. 
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Figure 32. Point sample and slice, locations (in plan). 

 

3.2.4 Scenarios 

The scenarios modelled can be split into two main scenarios based on the location of 

the fire, scenario 1 where the fire is adjacent to the garage door (fire location 1) and 

scenario 2 (fire location 2) where the fire is in the opposite corner of the garage, see 

Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33. Fire locations for main scenarios 

These main scenarios can be then further split into 3 sub-scenarios based on the 

ventilation conditions in the garage. 3 different ventilation conditions have been used: 

a. Garage door permanently open – representative of the full ventilation being 

provided by permanently open vents. Highest ventilation case considered. 

b. Garage door opened 20 minutes after ignition – representative of the fire 

service opening the garage door upon arrival after a quick detection and 

response. Coincides with the peak of the fire and just before involvement of the 

traction battery. 

c. Garage door opened 35 minutes after ignition - presentative of the fire service 

opening the garage door upon arrival after a slower detection and response. The 

peak of the fire has already passed. 
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Finally, two additional scenarios have been considered; a second car ignition in an 

adjacent car caused by the first, and a scenario with a small amount of additional 

ventilation (1.875 m2) in the same corner as the fire location for scenario 2 to 

investigate the impact of a cross-flow on how the species concentration develops. For 

both of these additional scenarios the fire was located as per main scenario 2. For the 

cross-flow scenario the door was opened after 20 minutes (to demonstrate a case with 

high ventilation), while for the 2 car scenario the door was opened after 35 minutes (to 

allow build-up of species within the space). A full list of these scenarios can be seen in 

Table 24.  

Table 24. Full modelling scenario list 

Scenario 

Number Description Fire Location 

Ventilation 

Conditions Other 

1a 

Single car fire near 

permanently open garage 

door.  

Location 1 
Fully open for 

duration. 
- 

1b 

Single car fire near garage 

door. Garage door opened 

after 20 minutes. 

Location 1 

Garage door opens 

20 minutes after 

ignition. 

- 

1c 

Single car fire near garage 

door. Garage door opened 

after 35 minutes. 

Location 1 

Garage door opens 

35 minutes after 

ignition. 

- 

2a 

Single car fire at rear of garage 

with permanently open garage 

door.  

Location 2 
Fully open for 

duration. 
- 

2b 

Single car fire at rear of 

garage. Garage door opened 

after 20 minutes. 

Location 2 

Garage door opens 

20 minutes after 

ignition. 

- 

2c 

Single car fire at rear of 

garage. Garage door opened 

after 35 minutes. 

Location 2 

Garage door opens 

35 minutes after 

ignition. 

- 

x1 2 car fire at far end of garage. Location 2 

Garage door opens 

35 minutes after 

ignition. 

Second car ignited 

by initial fire after 

15 minutes. 

x2 

Case considering additional 

ventilation to create cross 

flow. 

Location 2 

Garage door opens 

20 minutes after 

ignition. 

Additional 1.875 

m2 ventilation in 

opposite corner to 

garage door so as 

to provide a cross 

flow. 

 

While these scenarios have been developed to be as representative of a “worst case” as 

possible, there are limitations of knowledge and scope which must be acknowledged. 

They can be summarised in the following 4 points: 

• The available data on EV fires, in terms of size and species release, is limited. It 

is possible that there are vehicles on the market today utilising different 

batteries (either in size, quantity or chemical composition) which would provide 
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worse conditions, either from a fire size perspective, toxic species release 

perspective or both. 

• Similarly, as companies continue to develop new EVs and battery technology 

improves, new batteries may come onto the market which would differ 

significantly from the scenarios utilised in this report.  

• The geometry has chosen to be as generic, and therefore representative of as 

wide a range of garages as possible, however particular arrangements combined 

with specific fire locations could lead to higher concentrations of toxic species. 

• The effect of external weather conditions has not been assessed, and these could 

have a large impact how easily smoke vents from a naturally ventilated space. 

3.2.5 Numerical Considerations and Checks 

It is important when undertaking numerical modelling that a fine enough resolution of 

the domain is taken to provide sufficiently accurate results for the investigation being 

undertaken and to limit the numerical errors introduced. The resolution of the domain 

(i.e. size of the mesh cells) is particularly important in the precision of the flows in fire 

plumes. As the fire plume is the driving force for the movement of gases and 

combustion products around the space it is of particular importance to the results of 

this study that an appropriate resolution is used.  

FDS User’s Guide [80] states that an appropriate measure of how well the flow field is 

resolved for a gravity-controlled fire plume (i.e. no forced convection) is given by a 

dimensionless expression D*/δ. D* is the characteristic diameter of the fire, as given 

by:  

𝐷∗ = (
�̇�

𝜌∞𝑐𝑝𝑇∞√𝑔
)2/5 

Where 

D* = characteristic diameter of the fire (m) 

�̇� = effective heat release rate (W) 

𝜌∞ = density of air at ambient (kg/m3) 

𝑐𝑝 = specific heat capacity for air (J/kgK) 

𝑇∞ = ambient air temperature (K) 

g = gravitational constant (m/s2) 

while δ is the largest side of a mesh cell.  

Nystedt [82] states that D*/δ should be in the order of 10-20 close to any fire. As the 

fire size changes with time, so will the value of the D*/δ, and therefore a cell size that 

maximises the duration of time over which D*/δ is in the appropriate range must be 

chosen. A plot of D*/δ for different values of δ can be seen in Figure 34. This shows that 

the mesh resolution with the longest period inside the 10-20 range, and within this for 

the peak of the fire, is where a cell size of 0.1m (in all dimensions) is used. This mesh 

resolution has therefore been used as the basis for the modelling within this project. 

Sensitivity checks with differing mesh sizes were also conducted. 
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Figure 34. D*/δ for varying mesh sizes plotted with time against the HRR of the fire. The green 

zone represents the recommend range for D*/δ 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Overview and Smoke Spread 

Full results for all the measured species from each of the FDS scenarios can be seen in 

Appendix D. The levels of Hydrogen Fluoride (HF), the fractional effective does of 

asphyxiants (FED) and the fractional effective concentrations (FEC) of irritant gasses 

are shown in the following subsections. The FDS models utilised in this study do not 

include any reactive properties for the gaseous and metallic species studied, they are 

simply injected at the fire location, transported around the geometry by the buoyancy 

driven gas flows, and then removed from the model if they come into contact with the 

external bounds of the model mesh (note, these are the external bounds of the mesh 

domain, all of these are outside of the garage boundaries). They do not include any 

reaction of the gases with, or absorption into, any surfaces they come into contact with, 

and therefore the levels reported for each species will be an overestimation based on 

our worst-case scenario. Hydrogen Fluoride, for example, is known to be easily 

absorbed by surfaces it comes into contact with, and study conducted in 2013 by SP 

[83], in which NOVEC1230 was tested as an extinguishing agent in a sealed room of 

dimensions 3 m x 2 m x 2.4 m, showed HF having a concentration half-life of only 7 

minutes in that space.   

The smoke spreads quickly through the garage during the early stages in both 

scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 35 and Figure 36. Corners and irregular geometry do 

slow the spread of smoke as can be seen by the failure to cover the full extent of the 

compartment in scenario 2a, where the fire is positioned within a recess within the 
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garage (Figure 35 (b)) and in the least dense area of smoke below the fire location (as 

viewed in plan) where it is sheltered by the garage wall (Figure 35 (a)). During the 

initial spread of smoke this is primarily at high level with smoke spreading , Figure 37 

(a) and (b), however once it is has spread to all of the garage it quickly descends to fill 

the space, see Figure 37 (c) and (d). 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 35. Smoke spread in early stages for the fires (7.5 min) for (a) Scenario 1a and (b) Scenario 
2a. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 36. Smoke spread to the whole garage by ten minutes for (a) Scenario 1a and (b) Scenario 
2a. 
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(a) Scenario 1a (7.5 min) 

 

(b) Scenario 2a (7.5 min) 

 

      (c)   Scenario 1a (12 min) 

 

      (d)   Scenario 2a (12 min) 

Figure 37. Cross sections showing smoke spread during the early stages of the fires (7.5 minutes). 

 

While no direct impact of the metals tracked has been analysed within this report, the 

time histories for each at all sampling points can be found in Appendix D and the 

maximum levels (in mg/m3) observed at head height in each sampling location can be 

found in Table 25 below. 

 

Table 25.  Maximum levels of metals recorded for each model at head height (1.8 m above floor 
level) for the 4 sample locations, values in mg/m3. 

Scenario: 1a 1b 1c 2a 2b 2c x1 x2 

Cobalt 

Loc. 1 21.8 22.0 32.6 32.7 32.2 33.3 47.0 26.6 

Loc. 2 33.1 32.6 38.4 32.8 32.8 33.6 54.3 19.2 

Loc. 3 48.3 47.2 49.5 31.2 32.3 32.9 48.8 28.0 

Loc. 4 28.9 28.7 35.4 32.7 32.5 33.8 84.6 22.3 

Zinc 

Loc. 1 71.4 77.3 114 110 110 118 164 85.0 

Loc. 2 98.9 104 130 113 114 120 197 65.1 

Loc. 3 137 142 150 109 111 117 176 88.7 

Loc. 4 90.9 94.9 121 112 112 119 248 75.7 

Nickel 

Loc. 1 71.6 72.2 107 107 106 109 154 87.3 

Loc. 2 109 107 126 108 108 110 178 63.0 

Loc. 3 159 155 163 102 106 108 160 92.0 

Loc. 4 95.0 94.1 116 107 107 111 278 73.2 
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3.3.2 Tenability Conditions 

The tenability conditions within a space can be defined using a variety of methods. For 

overarching engineering calculations when creating fire strategies for design visibility is 

often used as a proxy. However, if the impact of particular gaseous species is to be 

considered, for example to compare the effects of different fuel sources on the 

conditions within a space, a more fundamental calculation is required. There are two 

main means by which gaseous species effect humans, via asphyxiation (i.e. preventing 

oxygen from reaching the lungs or circulating through the body), or irritation (e.g. 

highly acidic substances causing irritancy and acid burns). It is this more detailed 

review of conditions, and how the specific gaseous species tracked in these models will 

impact on the population with regards to asphyxiation and irritation. The methods for 

quantifying both of these are discussed in the following subsections. 

3.3.2.1 FED Calculation 

The fractional effective dose (FED) for asphyxiants has been calculated in accordance 

with ISO 13571: 2012 [84]. The FED is an accumulated measure and is calculated, 

between times t1 and t2, utilising the following equation: 

𝜒𝐹𝐸𝐷 =  ∑
𝜑𝐶𝑂

35000

𝑡2

𝑡1

𝑣𝐶𝑂2
∆𝑡 + ∑

𝜑𝐻𝐶𝑁
2.36

1.2 ×  106
𝑣𝐶𝑂2

𝑡2

𝑡1

∆𝑡 

Where  

𝜑𝐶𝑂 is the average concentration, expressed in parts per million (ppm) of 

CO over the time increment ∆t. 

𝜑𝐻𝐶𝑁 is the average concentration, expressed ppm of HCN over the time 

increment ∆t. 

∆𝑡 is the time increment, expressed in minutes 

And 𝑣𝐶𝑂2
 is a frequency factor representing the increased rate of asphyxiation due to 

hyperventilation in the presence of CO2. It is calculated using the following equation: 

𝑣𝐶𝑂2
= exp [

𝜑𝐶𝑂2

5
] 

Where 

𝜑𝐶𝑂2
 is the average concentration, expressed in volume % of CO2 over the 

time increment ∆t. 

A 𝜒𝐹𝐸𝐷 value equal to 1 represents the point at which 50% of the general population 

would be incapacitated by the level of exposure. For general design levels it is 

recommended that a limiting value of 0.3 [84] is used (11% of the general population 

would be incapacitated, i.e. those with extra underlying health concerns), although for 

some cases a value of 0.1 (1% of the general population incapacitated) may be 

appropriate. 
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3.3.2.2 FEC Calculation 

The effects of irritants on tenability has been assessed using the fractional effective 

concentrations (FEC) method in accordance with ISO 13571 [84]. Unlike FED, where a 

cumulative effect is measured, FEC is calculated at each discrete time increment. For 

this study, the only irritants present within the model are HCl, HF, NO and SO2 and so 

the FEC is calculated with the following equation: 

𝜒𝐹𝐸𝐶 =  
𝜑𝐻𝐶𝑙

𝐹𝐻𝐶𝑙
+

𝜑𝐻𝐹

𝐹𝐻𝐹
+

𝜑𝑁𝑂

𝐹𝑁𝑂
+

𝜑𝑆𝑂2

𝐹𝑆𝑂2

 

Where  

𝜑 is the average concentration, expressed in parts per million (ppm), of 

the irritant gas; 

𝐹 is the concentration, expressed in ppm, of the irritant gas expected to 

seriously compromise occupants’ tenability and; 

𝐹𝐻𝐶𝑙 = 1000 ppm, 𝐹𝐻𝐹 = 500 ppm, 𝐹𝑁𝑂= 250 ppm4 and 𝐹𝑆𝑂2
= 150 ppm. 

A 𝜒𝐹𝐸𝐶 value equal to 1 represents the point at which 50% of the general population 

would be incapacitated by the level of exposure. For general design levels it is 

recommended that a limiting value of 0.3 [84] is used (11% of the general population 

would be incapacitated, i.e. those with extra underlying health concerns), although for 

some cases a value of 0.1 (1% of the general population incapacitated) may be 

appropriate. 

In addition to the methodology described above from ISO 13571:2012, a proposed 

update to this standard, ISO/DIS 13571-1 [85], includes an alternative method5 for 

calculating the FEC levels of irritants. This method uses the same cumulative basis as 

the FED calculation described in section 3.3.2.1 above, and the fractional dose for any 

given discrete time period, from t1 to t2, can for the species included within this model 

be calculated using the following formula: 

𝜒𝐹𝐸𝐶 =  ∑
10𝐶𝐻𝐶𝑙

2.37 × 105

𝑡2

𝑡1

∆𝑡 + ∑
10𝐶𝐻𝐹

1.21 × 104

𝑡2

𝑡1

∆𝑡 +   ∑
10𝐶𝑁𝑂

2.09 × 104

𝑡2

𝑡1

∆𝑡 +   ∑
(10𝐶𝑆𝑂2

)2

4.66 × 106

𝑡2

𝑡1

∆𝑡 

where 

𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the average concentration, expressed in parts per million (ppm), of 

the irritant gas over the period considered. 

∆𝑡 is the duration discrete time period in minutes. 

The tenability limit for the ISO/DIS 13571-1 is based on the SLOT-DTL method as 

detailed by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE, a UK public body) [86] and there is 

 
4 ISO 13571: 2012 does not provide an F-factor specifically for NO, instead here the F-factor for 
NO2 of 250 ppm was used. This is a conservative estimate. 
5 It was decided by ISO TC92/SC3 in November 2020 that this alternative method should be 
published in a separate document.  
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limited guidance at what levels different proportions of the population can be expected 

to be affected and therefore is reported here for comparison purposes only.  

3.3.2.3 FED and FEC Results Overview 

The full set of calculated FED and FEC (both ISO 13571:2012 and DIS 13571-1 varients) 

time-histories for the sampling locations are available in Appendix D while some key 

results are considered within this section here. A comparison of the values for FED and 

FEC (calculated to ISO 13571:2012 only) at head height, 1.8 m above floor level, (for the 

4 sampling locations) across the main scenarios and their ventilation variations can be 

seen in Figure 38 to Figure 41 below. As FED is a dose it is a cumulative measure and 

the values presented here assume that you have stood in the same location since the 

start of the fire, while FEC is a concentration measure and can be reviewed considering 

the instantaneous impact at any given time.  

The sampling locations are described in section 3.2.3. In these sampling locations, the 

critical FED value of 0.3 is reached at its earliest after 19 minutes 30 seconds in both 

scenario 1c and 1b at location 3 (note these scenarios diverge later in the simulation), 

while the slowest is scenario 1a at location 1 after 33 min and 10 s. It is a similar story 

for the ISO 13751:2012 FEC results, with the first to reach 0.3 being location 3 in all 

Scenario 1 sub-scenarios after 6 minutes and 10 seconds (this is likely due to the smoke 

hitting the wall at this location and recirculating. The FEC levels drop back below 0.3 

shortly after before climbing again), while Scenario 2a Location 1 reaches 0.3 FEC 

much later after 21 minutes and 10 seconds. 0.1 values for both FED and FEC are 

generally reached much quicker and correspond closely with the smoke spread 

discussed in section 3.3.1. The large range of critical times shows the sensitivity of 

localised results to the fire location and ventilation conditions. For most sample 

locations the critical FEC level of 0.3 is reached prior to the involvement of the battery 

(while a 0.3 FED value is reached after). 

The early spikes observable in the FEC curves are primarily due to the initial volume of 

SO2 released, the second bump observed at shortly after 12 minutes is primarily driven 

by the first spike in the HF release (where it is unrelated to the batteries). 

For the fire location of Scenario 1 much larger spread of tenability conditions is 

observable across the sample locations for both FED and FEC, while in scenario 2 more 

homogenous conditions are observable with significantly lower values only showing at 

location 1 in sub scenario a and b (after the garage door has opened). It can be 

concluded therefore that the natural ventilation, reinforced by the buoyancy from the 

hot gases, has limited impact on conditions remote from the ventilation. 

In Scenario 1 and 2, sub scenarios a (maximum ventilation, with the garage door open 

at all times) show the lowest FED and FEC values at each location, demonstrating that 

increasing the permanent available ventilation will improve conditions within any fire 

compartment6. The level included in these models is however insufficient to maintain 

tenable conditions across the compartment for any substantial period of time and is 

 
6 Note that the effective ventilation within a given compartment is not only dependent upon the 
size of the openings to outside, but will also vary with the fire conditions and external conditions 
which will all alter the neutral plane location, and how much air can enter and leave the 
compartment at any one time. 
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likely to have limited material improvement on maintaining egress conditions for a 

longer duration for fires of this size. The FEC and FED time-histories for sub scenario b 

run closer to sub scenario a than c. This shows that to maximise the effect of the 

provision of additional ventilation, intervention should be as early as possible.  

Sampling location 3 has the highest values for FED and FEC in all scenarios (the 

highest value at any given time fluctuates between locations 2 and 3 in scenarios 2a to 

2c). The geometry and ventilation of this garage clearly causes gases to accumulate in 

this location, this could be due to it being the wall directly opposite the ventilation 

opening. Air being entrained at the ventilation may travel until it hits this wall where it 

will then recirculate, dragging fire gases with it, and trapping them there. The spatial 

variation can also be seen in the slice outputs from FDS, as shown in Figure 42.  

 

Figure 38.  Comparison of FED build up over the fire duration at head height (1.8 m above floor 
level) at each sampling location for Scenario 1 and sub-scenarios a to c 

 

Figure 39. Comparison of FED build up over the fire duration at head height (1.8 m above floor 
level)  at each sampling location for Scenario 2 and sub-scenarios a to c 
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Figure 40. Comparison of FEC (ISO 13501:2012) build up over the fire duration at head height 
(1.8 m above floor level)  at each sampling location for Scenario 1 and sub-scenarios a to c 

 

Figure 41. Comparison of FEC (ISO 13501:2012) build up over the fire duration at head height 
(1.8 m above floor level) at each sampling location for Scenario 2 and sub-scenarios a to c 
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(a) Slices on the model y-axis showing the distribution of FED values in scenario 2a after 30 minutes. 

 

(b) Slices on the model x-axis showing the distribution of FED values in scenario 2a after 30 minutes. 

 

(c) Key for figures (a) and (b) above. 

Figure 42. FDS slice files showing FED variation across the compartment in scenario 2a 
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From these head height overviews it can also be observed that additional ventilation 

has limited impact on the conditions at head height across the compartment, with 

noticeable drops in FEC values, and reduction in slopes of FED values, only observable 

in a limited number of locations when additional ventilation is added. An improvement 

in conditions can be observed in the FEC values at location 1 when the garage door is 

opened in scenario 1b, 2b and 2c, and a smaller improvement is observable in 

location 2 for scenario 1b. At head height in location 1 for scenario 1c there is actually 

an increase in the FEC value shortly after the garage door is opened, this is likely to be 

due to a change in the flow dynamics around the opening with a clearer layer 

developing below and a more dense smoke layer above, this is visible in the time history 

shown in Figure 44 (a). 

There is a much more observable impact at lower levels of the opening of the garage 

door. This is illustrated in the FEC results at each sample location when they are 

plotted together at each height as shown for scenario 1c in Figure 44 and Figure 45. 

When the garage door is opened here at 35 minutes after the fire ignition, low level FEC 

values (up to 0.9 m above floor level) drop to zero, while there is noticeable reductions 

at 1.2 m above floor level as well. Although delayed clear drops due to this added 

ventilation can also be seen at location 2 and 3 up to 0.6m above floor level and at 

location 3 up to 1.5m above floor level. 

The large localised impact of opening the door to the garage can also be seen in the FEC 

slice files scenario 2b when comparing either side of the opening of the garage door, see 

Figure 43. It can also be observed in these slice files, that the first zone to clear of toxic 

gases is mid-height, and that it takes a while for a clear low-level area to appear. The 

layer height at the opening also reduces as the fire continues to grow to its peak. 

 

(a) Slice through garage door (y=26m) at 1200s, immediately prior to garage door opening. 

 

(b) Slice through garage door (y=26m) at 1260s, 1 minute after garage door opening. 

 

(c) Slice through garage door (y=26m) at 2400s, after the fire has reached its peak. 

 

(d) Key for figure parts (a) to (c) 

Figure 43. FEC slice files for scenario 2b showing localised impact of opening the garage door 
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(a) Location 1 

 

(b) Location 2 

Figure 44. FEC (ISO 13571:2012) values with height for each sample locations 1 and 2 in scenario 
1c. Height 1 is 0.3 m above floor level and the heights are separated by in 0.3 m increments. 
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(a) Location 3 

 

(b) Location 4 

Figure 45. FEC (ISO 13571:2012) values with height for each sample locations 3 and 4 in scenario 
1c. Height 1 is 0.3 m above floor level and the heights are separated by in 0.3 m increments. 

 

3.3.2.4 Hydrogen Fluoride 

As discussed in section 1.3 and in particular section 1.3.1.5 Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) is 

of particular interest to fire fighters and so a review of the levels of HF around the 

compartment has been conducted. The levels of HF across the compartment for each 

scenario follow the trends observed for FEC in section 3.3.2.3. The main difference 

between the FEC and HF trends is the strength of the initial spike of HF (not associated 

with the battery) in the early stages of the fire. In the Acute Exposure Guideline Levels 

(AEGL) [87] produced by the National Research Council in the USA, the level of 

exposure to HF that can be considered disabling after 10 minutes is 95 ppm. In 

scenario 1 this is reached during the initial spike for all sub scenarios at location 3, 

where the gaseous species accumulate, while all other areas only reach this later in the 

fire near its peak. For scenario 2, in the sampling locations this level is not reached 

until the fire is at its peak (although it may be reached elsewhere during the initial 

spike). 
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Figure 46. HF levels for Scenario 1 a to c and Scenario 2 a to c at head height (1.8 m above floor 
level). 

 

3.3.2.5 Impact of crossflow ventilation 

The crossflow scenario was run to investigate if the addition of some ventilation on the 

opposite side of the garage improves the conditions by providing a means for crossflow. 

To establish this, as well as reviewing the ultimate FED and FEC values the pattern of 

how these build up and any changes should be reviewed. A crossflow in the 

compartment may change the natural ventilation conditions and flow patterns thus it 

may be expected that tenability conditions changes. 

Conducting a simple comparison of the FED and FEC time histories for the crossflow 

scenario and scenario 2b, as shown in Figure 48, it can be observed that the additional 

crossflow primarily provides an improvement in conditions after the peak of the fire. In 

the early stages of the fire the crossflow scenario tracks the FED and FEC values of 

scenario 2b very closely and the initial times to the critical threshold of 0.3 are the same 

in both scenarios at head height for the sampling locations. Although there is a larger 
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immediate impact at Location 1 on the opening of the garage door in 2b, without the 

cross ventilation, it later grows to surpass the maximum for cross flow. Note that a 

crossflow may be driven by wind effects causing a pressure difference between the 

openings yielding a flow across the compartment. In contrast, the fire causes an 

increase in pressure that drives the hot gases out of the compartment in both 

directions, which may cause the conditions experienced in these simulations. However, 

the peak concentrations reached are higher without the cross ventilation, and the cross 

ventilation significantly improves the rate at which the garage is ventilated after the fire 

has peaked. This improved post-fire ventilation is also very clear in the gaseous species 

concentration levels later in the fire, as illustrated with FEC (ISO 13571:2012) levels 

after 50 minutes in Figure 47. 

The addition of ventilation on the far side of the garage from the main opening and 

garage door does also have some effect on the conditions in the early stages of the fire. 

As can be seen in Figure 49 the cross ventilation seems to increase the turbulence of the 

flow within the garage leading to a less consistent upper smoke layer and increased 

mixing near the garage door. 

 

(a) Scenario 2b at 50 minutes – slice file at y = 26m showing FEC (ISO 13571:2012) levels 

 

(b) Crossflow scenario at 50 minutes – slice file at y = 26m showing FEC (ISO 13571:2012) levels 

 

(c) key for above slice files 

Figure 47. Slice files of FEC (ISO 13571:2012) concentrations after fire peak. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 48. Comparison between the crossflow scenario (x2) and scenario 2b at head height (1.8 m 
above floor level) for (a) FEC (ISO 13571:2012) and (b) FED. 
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(a) Scenario 2b at 15 minutes – slice files showing CO2 concentration levels 

 

(b) Crossflow scenario at 15 minutes – slice files showing CO2 concentration levels 

 

(c) key for above slice files 

Figure 49. Distribution of CO2 Concentrations after 15 minutes. Note that the 3D render of the 
model is viewed from the same corner as the garage door to allow clear viewing of the variation 

between the two models at this location. 

 

3.3.2.6 Review of second car scenario 

The second car scenario was run to investigate the change in conditions within the 

garage if a second car ignites due to the initial fire. This can be established by 

comparing the FED and FEC results for the model with the model which it is based on. 

A comparison for FED and FEC values at head height (1.8m above floor level) between 

the two car scenario (x1) and scenario 2c can be seen in Figure 50. The second car 

ignites after 15 minutes and there is a small deviation in values from this point. 
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However, the most significant deviation occurs after 25 minutes of the model, this is 

after the peak of the first car fire but before the peak of the second.  

The ignition of a second car therefore is likely to have limited to no impact on initial 

egress from the garage for occupants but will cause a significantly worsening of 

conditions for fire-fighters should they arrive later in the fire.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 50. Comparison between the two-car scenario (x1) and scenario 2c at head height (1.8 m 
above floor level) for (a) FEC (ISO 13571:2012)7 and (b) FED. 

 
7 Due to an input error in the two-car scenario, the HF values from the main scenario were 
incorrect (HF continued to be emitted after the initial car fire had burnt out). Due to the time 
required for running the models at a high mesh resolution, HF time histories from a model with 
a 20cm mesh have been reported and utilised for comparison purposes. The HF values are likely 
to be slightly underestimated in comparison to a 10cm mesh, see section 3.3.3, however given 
the uncertainties involved in the modelling, and conservatism discussed elsewhere these should 
be reasonable for the purposes of drawing general conclusions about the impact of a second car. 
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3.3.3 Mesh Sensitivities 

Sensitivity studies of the impact of the mesh cell size have been conducted utilising 

scenario 1a. Due to the speed of calculation of these models, comparisons have only 

been made with larger cell sizes. For simplicity, the sizes considered were 10 cm (as 

used in the main studies), 20 cm and 40 cm cells. In all cases, the cells cubic with all 3 

dimensions being equal.  

There is significant variation in the levels of each species recorded at the sampling 

locations when the larger mesh sizes are compared with the 10cm mesh, confirming it 

was appropriate to choose the finer mesh for modelling. As can be seen in Figure 51 and 

Figure 52 the maximum variation at each timestep was primarily over 100% of the 

recorded value. While these maximum variation is likely to be dominated by areas with 

low levels of the species where small absolute variations will result in a large % 

difference, the median variation for each species in the 40 cm mesh is over 100% at the 

later stages of the fire, and fluctuates between 20% and 40% for most of the fire in the 

20cm mesh. While the plotting of all species together could lead to distorted 

conclusions due to locations with very small species levels (for example close to the 

garage door), where individual samples are chosen, such as CO at location 4 height 7 

where there is limited noise, significant variation is still seen, see Figure 53. 

It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the appropriate mesh size, given the 

limitations on running times, was chosen for this task.  

 

 

Figure 51. % variation between 10cm and 40cm meshes for all gaseous species samples with time. 
Variation calculated on basis of 10cm mesh results values (i.e. 0% variation is the same as the 

results for the 10cm mesh). 
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Figure 52. % variation between 20cm and 40cm meshes for all gaseous species samples with time. 
Variation calculated on basis of 10cm mesh results values (i.e. 0% variation is the same as the 

results for the 10cm mesh). 

 

Figure 53. Example of variation on a single species at one location. CO at Location 4, Height 7 was 
chosen due to its limited noise levels. 

 

Note when calculating the variation for the first 20 minutes of the fire there is a large 

number of species with 0 ppm recorded across the compartment, it is not possible to 

calculate a % variation for these areas, this is why no mean or median value is shown at 

the start of the fire for Figure 51 and Figure 52. In Figure 53, it is found that the 

concentration first increases to a maximum where in the initial phases all meshes have 

similar concentrations whereas the largest discrepancies can be found at the peak. 

Furthermore, at the end the 10 cm and 20 cm meshes gives very similar concentrations. 

It is interesting to note that the smallest mesh size simulation gives intermediate result 

at the peak of the fire, this is most likely due to a competition between flow resolution 

and averaging of the concentrations.  
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Conclusions 
By review of available literature and conducting of fire tests and simulations, this report 

addressed concerns with fire in electrical vehicles and Li-ion batteries. The test results 

obtained, both from vehicle tests and battery tests, confirm previous studies on EVs 

and Li-ion batteries that HF together with some specific metals, e.g. Ni, Co, Li and Mn 

(depending on the battery cell chemistry), in the smoke exhaust constitute a large 

difference between electrical and conventional vehicles. When smoke from a vehicle 

fire is inhaled however there are several acute toxic gases present regardless of the type 

of vehicle burning, e.g. CO, HF, HCl and SO2, based on total quantities of different 

substances compared to health exposure limit values. For the rescue services HF is of 

certain interest due to that it can be absorbed through the skin, but presented results 

show that the total quantities might be lower than potentially expected from electric 

vehicles. This is based on very limited number of tests, but is reasonable when taken 

into account that HF readily reacts upon contact with most materials which leads to 

significant “wall losses” in case a battery is integrated into a vehicle. The free burning 

battery tests performed showed however a good linear relationship between HF 

production and nominal electrical energy for cell, module, and pack tests. For the 

battery pack the plastic upper part of the casing was consumed before battery cells 

started to ventilate and thus less “wall losses” were observed in this case. The effect of 

the metals should be investigated further, but it is expected that a potential 

environmental issue is more prominent than a potential health issue. The largest metal 

quantities measured in this study was nickel and there is a trend in battery 

development to use even more nickel in new battery cells.  

Concerning heat release, one of the burning BEVs resulted in the highest peak heat 

release rate measured for EVs. This is not surprising since a fire scenario was chosen 

where the batteries of the electric vehicles were expected to be involved once the vehicle 

fire was fully developed. In addition, the battery configuration with pouch cells 

contributed to the high peak in that case. In context of previous studies, the general 

conclusion is that peak heat release rate and total heat release are affected by the fire 

scenario and vehicle model, but not significantly by the powertrain. From standalone 

battery fire tests, both conducted in this study as well as in previous studies, it can be 

concluded that there is a linear correlation between nominal electrical energy and total 

heat release during a fire, assuming good oxygen supply. 

From the series of simulations conducted on a “worst-case” garage fire (within the 

bounds of the available EV fire data and computation power) a number of conclusions 

can be drawn. Firstly it can be concluded that as the critical tenability limits are 

reached across the garage early in the fire in all scenarios, and before the battery system 

is involved in the fire, that EVs do not increase the egress risk for the public over 

traditional ICE vehicles. The variation in the results across the example garage 

demonstrates how sensitive the development of conditions at any location is to 

compartment geometry, ventilation and fire location. With regards to the impact of 

ventilation, it can be concluded that after a fire has started, the opening of additional 

ventilation (e.g. from a closed garage door) will have a localised impact, but little 

change in condition will be observed remote from the opening. Likewise, while 

additional ventilation will provide benefits, where a small amount of ventilation on the 
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opposite from the main openings is provided to allow for a cross flow, this has limited 

benefit in before the fire’s peak, and primarily aids post fire ventilation (note that the 

simulations included no external atmospheric factors such as wind, which could alter 

the results). It can also be concluded that relatively low maximum concentrations of HF 

were seen. Much higher concentrations have for example been used in evaluating 

firefighting turnout gear materials, which still showed good protection. Note also that 

these maximum HF concentrations are conservative since HF concentrations will decay 

quite fast in enclosed volumes due to reactions with surfaces and solid particles. 

The findings presented in this report will be a good basis for future risk assessments 

and have already increased confidence among rescue services regarding electrical 

vehicles and other applications for Li-ion batteries. This is an important conclusion for 

society’s shift towards electromobility and strengthens the public’s confidence in 

electric vehicles. 
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Appendix A: Battery Heat Release Data 

from Literature 
Table A1. Heat release data for batteries 

Study SOC # Cells [-] 
Total el. energy 

[Wh] 
Total heat release 

[kJ] 
Peak heat release rate 

[kW] 

[88] 

26% 1 1.06 8.9  
24% 1 1.19 11.0  
17% 1 1.44 15.4  
14% 1 1.47 36.6  
42% 1 1.75 15.8  

[89] 25% 1 1.83 34.0  

[88] 
46% 1 2.39 19.0  
59% 1 2.39 19.6  

[89] 50% 1 3.61 71.0  

[88] 

43% 1 3.75 30.8  

74% 1 4.03 27.3  

100% 1 4.58 26.5  
[90] 100% 1 5.00 240 8.3 

[88] 

46% 1 5.00 50.9  
100% 1 5.89 37.4  
70% 1 6.28 50.6  

[89] 100% 1 7.22 113 1.3 

[88] 67% 1 7.75 62.8  
[91] 50% 1 7.92 195  
[91] 100% 1 9.24 142 1.0 

[88] 100% 1 9.69 66.1  
[90] 100% 1 10.00 201 5.6 

[92] 100% 1 10.00 100 6.8 

[29] 50% 1 10.44 383  

[29] 100% 1 11.89 313 20.9 

[88] 100% 1 13.06 78.1  

[93] 

100% 1 13.44 134 8.2 

100% 1 13.44 139 8.9 

100% 1 13.44 146 9.4 

100% 1 13.44 147 9.7 

100% 1 13.44 155 10.4 

100% 1 13.44 163 11.8 

[33] 
100% 1 25.20 1529 21.1 

100% 1 58.80 1597  

[31] 

100% 2 64.00 3040 22.8 

100% 2 69.00 3450 24.0 

0% 5 91.00   
100% 9 92.00 3036 24.0 

[43] 
100% 9 103.7 2766 29.0 

50% 5 112.0 8452  

[31] 100% 5 112.0 7952 34.0 
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[94] 50% 5 112.0   
[31] 100% 12 124.0 3472 57.0 

[33] 100% 5 126.0  37.0 

[94] 100% 5 126.0 1600 50.0 

[43] 100% 5 126.0 7526 55.0 

[43] 100% 5 126.0 7731 51.0 

[31] 100% 5 128.0 2304 62.2 

[31] 100% 5 132.0 6600 31.0 

[43] 100% 12 141.1 3470 57.0 

[30] 50% 5 160.0 9964  
[95] 50% 5 160.0 13550  

[30] 100% 5 180.0 17790 49.4 

[95] 100% 5 180.0 13740 64.3 

[33] 
100% 10 252.0   

100% 5 294.0  140 

[90] 80% 35 336.7 4364 59.5 

[90] 80% 99 952.4 16490 443 

[34] 95% 78 5200 143000 413 

[34] 95% 64 7800 315000 1023 

[33] 80% 200 11760  500 

[96] 100% 288 16000 720000 300 

[34] 

95% 468 31200 1152000 500 

95% 384 46800 2034000 1890 

95% 1248 83200 3810000 2540 

95% 1024 124800 6390000 10660 
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Appendix B: Vehicle Fire Test Results 
Total HRR (oxygen consumption calorimetry) vs. convective HRR: 

ICEV A 

 

BEV A 

 

BEV B 
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Temperatures (thermocouples): 

ICEV A 

 

 

BEV A 
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BEV B 
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Temperatures (plate thermometers): 

ICEV A 

 

BEV A 

 

BEV B 
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Gas measurements (FTIR): 
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Unburned hydrocarbons in the smoke exhaust (FID): 
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Appendix C: Battery Fire Test Results 
Heat release rate (oxygen consumption calorimetry): 
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Gas measurements (FTIR): 
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Appendix D: FDS Model Results 
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